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The Murray State University Board of
Regents passed a new tenure policy for
faculty at the institution yesterday,
,-cilme=ing nearly a year of controversy
over the termination of 21 instructors last
May under the old policy.
The policy, passed by a 5-2 vote by the
Regents, was recommended by Dr.
Constantine Curris, university president,
all compromise between two other policy
proposals. The adopted policy was agreed
upon as a compromise between policies
proposed by the American Association of
University Professors and a committee of
the board set up to investigate the tenure
situation.
Thirty-eight faculty will be eligible for
tenure this year, and will have the choice
of using either the old policy or the new.
The proposal was passed by the Board at
its regular April meeting, held Monday in
Owensboro. The new policy met opposition
on several points, especially from board
member Jim Davis, who said he didn't feel
the board had had enough time to look it
over. He especially pointed out that he felt

Hunter
To Serve
Coma:lurid!
Dr. Donald Hunter of Murray has been
appointed by state superintendent of
public instruction Dr. Lyman V. Ginger
a new Citizens' Advisory Council that will
discuss implementation of a new federal
program, Title IV, a program that con-.•
solidates several instructionally related
projects under one management.
tor. Hunter, Dean of Murray State
University's College
of
Human
Development and Learning, was also
•-"'"itetected as council vicedhairman.
Dr. Ginger told the group during a
recent meeting here with officials from the
state Department of Education that the
program will go into effect this July 1,
although full implementation will not
occur for another year so as to allow a
smooth transition.
The Council was told by Education
Department personnel that the new
program was formed
to provide
flexibility in the administration and
utilization of funds both at the state and
local levels..."
States desiring these federal grants are
mandated to form such an advisory
council and also submit a state plan for
Title IV's operation. Kentucky was one of
the first states to nominate educators to
the committee and should have a plan by
June.
The council will advise the Kentucky
Department of Education on the state plan
as well as policy matters and criteria for
funds distribution. The group will evaluate
Title IV's programs and submit an annual
report of their duties.
When asked about the impact the council
would have on the federal project, Dr.
Ginger explained,"A lot of input will come
from the local level and you will coor-,
dinate this."
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Mostly cloudy and mild with a chance of
showers or possibly thundershowers today
and tonight. Highs today in the low 60s.
Lows tonight in the mid 40s. Partial
clearing with rain ending Wednesday.
Highs in the mid 60s. Outlook for Thursday, partly cloudy and a little cooler.
Probabilities of.measurable precipitation
40 per cent today,50 per cent tonight and 30
per cent Wednesday.

that some actual observance by peers
athletics to become effective with the fall
should be included in the evaluation of the
semester, 1975. These grants-in-aid would
instructors.
be to support the programs in women's
The vote on the new tenure policy
basketball, tennis, track and cross
originally was 6-1, but Robert Long
country.
changed his vote after faculty represenAn art gift was accepted by the board to
tative Mark Cunningham indicated to Dr.
the University from Mr. Harry L. Jackson
Curris after the vote that amendments
of 84 prints by international artists. The
would follow to the tenure policy in coming
prints date from the 1700's to the prams*
months. Long said he changed his vote to
with emphasis on the 20th century. Tht,_
no-because- he felt the board should not
collection will be known as the "The-Mit-have to amend the policy it was just
Collection of Harry L. Jackson," and will
passing.
be a part of the permanent collection of the
In other action yesterday afternoon, the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. It is the largest
board discussed, but took no action on, the
single art gift that Murray has ever
future of the University School. Board
received.
Member "Skip" Neale said his response
The tenure policy passed by the board
from the public is that "they just want to
deletes all portions of the old policy, with
know, one way or the other," and said he
the exceptions of three paragraphs dealing
didn't feel that the board should put off
with termination due to immorality,
making a decision until the May meeting. inefficiency, incompetence or inMY, WHAT BIG SNAPPERS YOU HAVE_Steve Bailey, 11, gets dose enough to a crayfish which he caught in a mud pudDr. Curris had indicated he wanted more
subordination, and coaching duties.
dle in Murray. Steve is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Bailey.
time to receive input from various sources
The purpose of tenure, as defined in the
(Photo by Wilson Wriolley)
on the situation at the school, and would
new policy, is to: "create an atmosphere
have a recommendation to the board at the favorable to academic freedom and
May meeting.
responsibility as defined in the Faculty
After ca.aleraMeetiaskar =en---the- Itandbloak .drat society tet welt asr
merits and purposes of the school, the
individual will benefit:
board took no action, awaiting a recom"to provide the faculty member a
mendation from Curris.
reasonable expectation of security so that
Joseph Leary of Frankfort was officially
the University may attract and retain
designated as special counsel to the
quality professional men and women;
University to join university counsel in
"to promote institutional stability by
defending MSU in civil action proceedings creating a faculty with a strong, long-term
brought in federal district court by 11
commitment to Murray State University."
/
plaintiffs. The civil proceedings stem from
Eligibility requirements for tenure
A proposal to change the/basis for city
estimation "if anything, it makes the
bridge for possible disaster relief funds.
the tenure controversy which started last under the new policy call for a minimum of
privilege licinses from thpresent system
worse." He pointed to several
The inspectors are expected to be in
situation
May.
a master's degree, and a normal
to one bed on gp6ss receipts of
things
in
the proposal, which was
Murray
within
to
three
two
days.
A recommendation was approved by the "probationary period of five years. The
businesses met with
originally drawn up by a special citizens'
Opposition to the changes in the
opposition at a
board that MSU award up to eight grants- probationary period is not to exceed seven
special session of thV urray City Council
advisory committee in 1970, which he felt
privilege license ordinance was voiced
in-aid for women's intercollegiate
(See Tenure, Page 10)
Monday night and"a motion that a new
were inequitable.
hnmediately after finance committee
Henley suggested that the council
ordinance be drlystrn ended up being tabled
Chairman Jerry Henry moved that the new
on a 9-2 vote.'
continue with the present ordinance for
ordinance be drawn.
In other)t(siness at the meeting, the
another year and that the council conduct
"I do not like government intervention in
council:
an in-depth study of the ordinance between
_business affairs," councilman Ed
_ •
now and next year.
—voted-in favor of allowing Mayor John
Chrisman said. "Businessmen carry the
Several businessmen from throughout
E. Scott to dispose of eight "excess" city -brunt of the expenses of the city and I'm
the city were also present at the meeting
vehicles;
sometimes concerned that that's not
and those that voiced opinions on the
right."
--Approved a resolution accepting a
matter were opposed to the change,
i
j2,000 federal facilities planning grant
Chrisman said that he felt like a tax on
mainly because they would be required to
om the Environmental Protection
gross receipts would be unfair because
reveal their gross receipts.
Agency. The grant will pay 75 per cent of
-gross receipts and profits are not com/ the cost of a county-wide study, which is
Russell Dowdy, owner of Uncle Jeff's,
patible."
required by EPA.
Mayor John E. Scott, among others, said "I don't threaten anyone but any
—agreed to postpone a decision on
attempt you make to get my personal
pointed out that the proposed change in the
repair of a bridge on Cardinal Drive until
figures will get vigorous opposition.. and I
law was not aimed at increasing tax
federal and state officials inspect the
revenues. Mayor Scott said that the
would tile an injunction to stop such acpurpose of changing the present privilege
tion."
"I have no objection to privilege
license law was to eliminate several
licenses," Dovidy said, "you can double it
inequities ( i.e., businesses of the same
tomorrow, but just keep out of my
type paying the same fee regardless of the
business."
amount of business they do annually 1
Another businessman present, Jerry
contained in the present ordinance.
Bowden, a partner in Jim Adams IGA,
Councilman W. R. Furches said that
said "I don't deny that I don't pay enough
most businessmen do not object to paying
privilege license if you're charging the
their fair share "but don't want to reveal
small grocer the same amount. I think
gross receipts."
there must be some better way than this
Councilman Melvin Henley said of the
gross receipts tax."
proposed new ordinance that in his
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston says disintegration of the traditional farm block is
making it more difficult to get farm
legislation through Congress.
The Kentucky Democrat told a University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
audience Monday that the voice of the farmer is becoming weaker in Washington.
school year to May 30. Professional day for
The Calloway County School' Board
For instance, Huddleston said, wheat
teachers ( no classes) will be on May 29.
reports
heard
school
several
from
officials
farmers seem unwilling to support
Baccalaureate services for Calloway
concerning the current school year and the
legislation that would favor the tobacco
County High School's senior class will be
strengths and weaknesses of the school
grower or beef producer.
held at the school May 25 and graduation
program at its regular meeting last night.
He noted that some senators from wheat
ceremonies will be held May N.
states voted against recent Senate action
Making reports to the board were
Also approved was an awards day
to increase tobacco price supports.
Calloway County High School principal
program at the three elementary schools
"Maybe we could get their attention by
Ron McAllister, elementary principals
for May 30.
doing away with the wheat program," he
Bob Allen, Roy Cothran and Johnny
The board voted to reaffirm its policy of
said.
Bohannon; Edward Curd, supervisor of
not
permitting "last of school trips," such
Adding to the strain on farm bills, he
education; and Charlie Lassiter, director
as outings, for classes
said, is an increasing number of urban
of pupil personnel.
The board also approved requesting bids
CALLOWAY WINNERS"— Winners from Calloway County
members of Congress who have little unHigh School in the
for the new office building to be located
The board also amended the school
Regional FBLA contest last week were, back row, left
derstanding of agriculture.
to right, Gena Cleaver,
adjacent to Calloway County High School
calendar changing the last day of the
spelling, and Russel Hopkins, third place chapter
member; and Regina Cook and
Kathy Harding, first place in talent show.

;*

propose to abolish the office."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — While a
In the state," Hancock said.
State Sen. William Sullivan, Dlegislative committee ponders the
If the lieutenant governor's office ever Ls
Henderson, another candidate, comproposal to abolish the lieutenant goverabolished, Hancock said, then another ofmented:
nor'soffice, three candidates for the post
ficial in the executive branch should be
have taken issue with it.
"One need only look at what has ocnext in line.
The suggestion was offered Monday by
curred in our nation's capital in order to
Several committee members Monday
House Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus,
see why it is necessary for someone to be
were
openly skeptical when DeMarcus
R-Stanford and, though greeted coolly,
ready to step in during a time of crisis."
presented his proposal.
Elections
Interim
by
the
alive
was kept
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock a third canBut Chairman Lloyd Clapp, I)-Wingo,
and Constitutional Amendments Comdidate, said DeMarcus' method of picking
asked colleagues to study the plan and said
mittee
a gubernatorial successor is unfair and
he would take it up at the next committee
one of the Democratic contenders, said his
unrepresentative of the people.
meeting.
• theme throughout the campaign has been
Some committee members said the
The
Republican's plan is for a goettrthat the lieutenant governor "should be the
lieutenant governor's office was a good
t!or's party leader in the House to succeed
--sighthandtattiegoverner..".
a-governor in time of death, resignation or - training ground for future governors
He also has promised to find more for
en Walter;Haber; R•Calasgew,-wastted........
-0teitentietrant governor tcrtier----*--eker—fts,Alter &mai--tettlfrsl*egrtolerfrdli
..to go in the other direction from CteMaris
lied,
unless
the
Besides,
Rutherford
vacancy
said in a statement,
*
occurs in the
cus. He said the 1976 legisLatute should
last year.
"Harold DeMarcus knows his party won't
"But any representative, and any 'restore the lieutenant governor to the
elect a lieutenant governor in November,
chairmanship of the Legislative Research
senator, was elected from only one district
so the next best thing for him to do is
COMMiSSi011

By Police Department
Investigators for the Murray Police
Department have recovered • several
pieces of audio equipment that was
reported stolen over the past weekend,
department spokesmen said today
The department has recovered four tape
decks which were reported stolen
Saturday and Sunday. in addition to two
other tape players.
, No charges have been filed in the incidents at this time, the spokesman saiti
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Frank Holland, manager of TvA's land Between The.takes, confers with Nits:Hunter Hancockin•M_Lyjunurr
ihe B/56,SyMpOSillieliekLat
—1174rXitaTtrceil-flii. Snettisored by TVA and the Kentucky Bass Association,
more than 200 persons attended the evening session which featured experts
from Tennessee, Kentucky, and TVA and dealt with such topics as habitat improvement for bass and rockfish, improved techniques for catching the fish,
and
life histories.
(TV A Photo}
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Town
Homemakers Club will meet
with Penny Warren at 7:30 p, m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at Perkins Pancake House at
5:30 p. m.

Senior Art Exhibits of Charles
Lowery, Owensboro, Jeff
Martin, Florence, and Karen
Wilson, Louisville, will open at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU,and continue
through April 23.

Wednesday, April 9
Tuesday, April 8
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
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.County Sr. High,
- DEAR ABBY: Student, Henry
according'
require more attention to Mrs. Jack Ward of Murray and
ough. Ga., wrote: "I have learned to love
McDon
others' methods and know-how. Mr. and Mrs. James Rehm of
to character,- not -color."Georgian)
AQUARIUS
Marble Hill, Mo. Great grandIf the late Martin Luther King. Jr. (himself a he once
For
proud.
been
have
Mrs.
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
would
and
he
Mr.
parents are
were alive today,
en will one
Express your ideas and
-said: "I have a dream that my four little childr
Lennis Ward of Murray Route
by the
opinions discreetly but firmly. One.
day live in a nation where they will not be judged ter."
charac
their
of
t
conten
the
by
but
skin,
Don't leave stones unturned
their
of
color
WALDROP GIRL
ARTHUR H. PRINCE
which may have gems beneath.
Buffy Renee is the name
I.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David
personal
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a 90069.
Waldrop of Hazel Route One for
Calif.
L.A.,
69700,
No.
Box
:
ABBY
to
write
seven
reply,
their baby girl, weighing
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
pounds, born on -Tuesday,
g,"
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Weddin
the
at
m.
March 25, at 2:12 p.
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Buren,
Van
l
Abigai
to
$1
send
stamped
Murray-Calloway County
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
Hospital.
pe
envelo
I 20t)
They have another daughter,
is
father
The
three.
Davide, age
Marion Harris a brick mason with Manning
Operafor
Masonry Construction.
Courtney
Grandparents are Mr. and
Lee
Mrs. J. D. Waldrop of Hazel
Owner8 Operator
Route One and Mrs. Milburn
5151"Permanent
Mrs. Ralph Rowlett opened were served buffet style by Mrs.
Outland of Murray. A great
C.
A.
home for the March Rowlett and Miss Donna
her
Mrs.
grandmother is
d Rowlett.
for only
Waldrop of Farmington Route meeting of the New Concor
Mrs.
with
Club
akers
Homem
One.
Thur April
Charlie Stubblefield, president,
Prices of most things keep presiding.
going up, up, up. But the
The fashion newsletter was
National Broiler Council notes read by Mrs. Stubblefield who
HOSPITAL PATIENT
'With pride that chicken costs said the look of spring makes
Jerry Duncan of Murray has
25
it
did
r;ocd on any type of hair
than
pound
per
less
fashion news with big shapes been
dismissed from Lourdes
years ago. The average retail challenging the cinched waists.
l,
h.
price per pound of broiler-fryer She also named the fabrics used Hospita Paduca
cents
chickens in 1974 was 56.0
in day and evening wear that
Tue.-Sat.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
In 1949, tile' average cost was will be popular and also in753-0757
Ray Smith of Murray Route
61.2 cents.
cluding accessories and jewelry
Two was dismissed March 27
to be worn.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins directed from the Community Hospital,
the recreation and read a Mayfield.
special poem:
MAYFIELD PATIENT
"Give me a friend and I'll
Travis of 306 North
Betty
worry along:
my Seventh Street was discharged
vanish,
may
vision
My
ACADEMY
March 29 from the Community
dreams may go wrong
24,000 B.T. U.
My wealth I may lose, or my Hospital, Mayfield.
4416.4.701t.titssisits
money I may spend,
20,000 B.T.U.
Series
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Three-Speed Whisperer Portable
But I will worry along, if you
.00
$265
Pattie Jones of Murray Route
will give me a friend.
Flex-Mount Pull-Out Sides
15,000 B.T.U.'
Give me a friend and my One was discharged March 29
7,00010 20,000 BTU/hr,
from the Community Hospital,
youth may depart,
115,230/208, 230 and 208 volts
be young, in the Mayfield
But still
cors:=3
Phia3.
house of my heart.
S
• vvily •61,130•Ws
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Yes I'll go laughing, right on
URRAY
fr.-I any,
▪
Trt1
OlftSf11111Y NITI
Robert Sullivan of Kirksey
7:0*-Stat
to the end.
ROPAIFIFS•IllownviSS TIFI•
.111611•11111••
Whatever the year, if you give Route One was dignilssed
•T1.• Wird •
March 29 from the Community
me a friend."
ACADEMY
Hospital, Mayfield
111611111IllitE
the
read
t
Tilt
Rowlet
Mrs.
NamairGent
IMMIX Of Mr'MU'
and
%/1:49
Luke
from
re
scriptu
1111.RtOOKS'COW
the group repeated the 23rd
GUESTS HERE
Psalm in unison Mr. Effie
Mrs. Mary Sue Hughes and
Edward's read Ale minutes. son, Terry Hughes, of Ashton,
Lessons .were chosen for the W Va., is visiting her parents
coming year.
and his grandparents, Mr. and
Refreshments of canapes, Mrs. W. J: Garland of Kirksey
mints, creme puffs, and punch Route One.
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Laughing Matter
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Beauty
Salon
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Rowlett Home Scene Of Meeting
_New Concord Hornem_aker_s_Club--

$1000
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All Wigs - Sr°

Early Bird Specials
Carton Only Prices

$359.00
$324.00
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People From Far Away Places Bring
Happiness To Young Paul Calhoun
By Virginia Garrott
Eight-year-old Paul Calhoun,
of Farmington, Route 1, is like
any other youngster that age—
he enjoys getting mail. And
these past few days, he has been
a mighty happy young man, as
approximately 3,000 cards and
letters have come to him, and
are still coming. He also
received dozens of small parcels and packages. So, Paul, his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Lonnie Calhoun, and his three
brothers and sisters have been
busy helping him open his mail
and reading the messages.
It all started when a family
friend wrote a letter to the

Newcomers To
Hear Attorney

,prIl fl
Homemakers
: with Mrs.
!ys at 1:30 p.

The regular meeting of the
Murray Newcomer's Club will
be held at 7:30 p. m., Thursday,
April 10, at the First Christian
Chureh, 111 N. 5th Street.
Sid Easley, county attorney,
will be the guest speaker for the
discussion topic, "Wills and
Local Laws."
The "March of Dimes"
workers will also be recognized
at the meeting.
Newcomer's Club is open to
all recent residents of Murray.
Activity groups including
bridge, crafts and recipe exchange meet during the day for
interested. persona
For information concerning
the club contact Jean Fleming,
president, at 753-0224.
W_ eggmoney
Save. money on eggs by
_-.• buying Grade B instead of the
- ---bigher-AA or A grades when
appearances don't count so
much, as in--scrambled eggs
or for baking. Grade B eggs
are just as nutrinous and
good tasting as the higher
grades. They will just spread
out more and not hold their
shape as well when cooked.

ie of Murray
sat 7:30p.m.
led Methodist

Thurch WMU
members and
at the Swann
M.

astic
torn plastic
tsmetic
shampoo or
makeup or -es that can
ust cut the
th and short-

"

8, 1975

National Enquirer newspaper,
including a picture of Paul and
his bicycle, saying that he
would like to receive mail. The
child is suffering from aplastic
anemia, and is not able to take
part in many of the activities so
important to boys that age.
A second grade student at
Southwest Calloway County
Elementary School, Paul has to
visit the University of Kentucky
Medical Center at Lexington
once a month. The disease from
which he is suffering, and which
was diagnosed in 1973, causes
his body to have no defenses
against infections, and the
slightest cold can put him to

AIL

Paul Calhoun, eight year old resident of Farmington Route
One,assists rural mail carrier Jimmy Wood with the stacks of
mail the youngster has been receiving his request for letters
was printed in a national newspaper.
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• Come to
Family Fun Ni
at Burger Ch
WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD
Burger Chef's Big Shot'. The giant of a
sandwich with two oil beef potties, a slice of
cheese, shredded lettuce and tartar sauce all
on a special Big Shot Bun, crisp golden fries,
o luscious turnover ansl_o refreshing soft
drink, all at a special low-price.

Plus—
Balloons,
Hand Puppets
and lets
nUire.

Pet 1.50

Town and Colin-Fr y Homemakers
Meet At Home Of Geneva Giles

bed. And, as he cannot tolerate
many of the medicines usuallY
given to fight infections, it is a
struggle for him to come back
after each bout. He is on
medication regularly and the
family's drug bill is unusiallY
Large, it is reported.
The Calhouns have lost two
other children to the disease, a
daughter, Barbara, who died in
1961, at six and a half, and a son,
Lonnie, Jr., who was also six
and a half at the time of his
death in 1962.
And last year, a daughter,
Peggie, died of leukemia
shortly before she was to have
received her degree from
Murray State University. The
doctors told her parents she
possibly had also suffered from
aplastic anemia. ( The degree
was awarded posthumously.)
Paul has three brothers and
sisters, Alvin, 17, Connie 15, and
Mary 12. Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun
are employed at the'Rell City
Pottery.
Farmington Postmaster C. E.
Laird, and the post office's
rural carrier, Jimmy Wood,
have taken a great interest in
the young boy and his mail.
Laird said, "I first noticed a
marked increase in the volume
of mail being received by Paul
about two weeks ago. The
volume increased daily, and has
continued to this week. I have
not made an actual daily count,
but I estimate that Paul has
received an average of 200 to 300
piegen °Load eac4.daY. On °Dday alone, he received 648
pieces of letter mail besides
flats, packages and small
parcels. The parents told
Jimmy Wood, the carrier from
this office last Saturday that
their son had received more
than 3,000 letters and cards
besides all the other types of
mail mentioned."
Laird continued, ''In my 28
years of postal service, I have
never seen a response such as
this. Although I have not
verified this, I am sure Paul has
received mail from every state
In the Union, several pieces
from Canada and at least one
from Puerto Rico."
Many of the messages had
encouraging words for the
ailing child; others have been
on post cards with pictures of
interest to an eight-year-ord,
and others have been letters
from parents of children also
suffering from the disease.
Mrs. Calhoun said that n the
many letters received these
past several days, has been one
from a couple in Texas whose
only son had suffered from the
disease, and another was from a
family whose son had lived to
age twenty-four before the
disease proved fatal to him.
This mountain of mail this
young Graves Countian has
received is a monument to the
fact that -people DO care."

•
TIME OUT—Paul Calhoun and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Lonnie Calhoun, Farmington Route One, take time
out from reading the hundreds of cards
and letters that have
come to Paul in recent weeks to pose for the photographer.
Paul is a second grade studeot at Southwest
Calloway
Elementar School.
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New spring-summer colors
If full bolts to 3.95 yd
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Giant Size-"Cannon"

BATH TOWELS

or

DOOR BUSTER
"Cannon"

DOOR BUSTER
Ladies

WASH CLOTHS

PANT. SUITS
One

Full Size

Jacquards-stripes, solids
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SPECIAL PURCHASE

CHOICE

nt1tV

\ Frame-Ruffle CAPE COD

CURTAINS

The looks you have been waiting forl
Casual - Versatile - Mix & Match

White Only

LADIES
REG.

CO-ORDINATES

Bro. George Gray, director of
the Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly, will speak at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church On
Thursday, April 10, at 6:30 p Tn.
Preceding the program, a
potluck dinner will be served.
The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.

• Reg. 8.99 Long, short, &
sleeveless styles polyester
blend.
111
LADIES PANTS • ..
Reg. 10.99 polyester
$
blends, ass't. colors 8-18
Reg. 12.99 100% double $7
\
\knit polyester 8-18
1a
\\ Reg. 14.99 100% double $8
‘`, knit polyester 30-40
o

Kappa Department

Hecht Lackey, Ph. D., is the
scheduled speaker at the
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 p. m. at the
club house.
"Preventive Mental Health
Services" will be the subject Of
the program.

DOOR BUSTER
Entire Stock
LADIES SPRING

DOOR BUSTER
Single
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250/0 OFF
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Steel deck 4 cycle motor
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Fun Nite Price.
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'Direct from Deering Mills

Speak At Elm Grove
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A COMPLETE MEAL

have time to do things one
really wants to do and not accomplish completion of only
-necessary tasks.
Geneva Giles presented the
lesson on "Teneriff Embroidery" showing examples of
designs as well as the method of
stitching.
Cohostesses Kaye Doran and
Jackie Conley served dessert.
Other members present were
Dee Gantt, Jackie Harrison,
Janet Hendon, Eva Hopkins,
Delores Lawson, Peg Moffett,
Carolyn Ramsey, Peggy
Allgood, Janelle Smith, and
Joyce McKenzie. A guest was
Shelia Shaw.
The next meeting will be held
April 10 at the home of Penn,
Warren.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Bro. George Gray To

For Kids; it's FUNMEALs

The Town and Country
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Geneva Giles for the
March meeting with the
president, Donna Story, asking
the fourteen members present
to vote on lessons to be
presented next year.
Greta Gargus discussed the
July Calloway County Fair and
members were urged to enter
crafts, foods, and clothing in the
competition.
Penny Warren presented an
interesting and
thoughtprovoking lesson on "Using Our
Time." An open discussion was
incorporated into the lesson
material, and members shared
ideas, feelings, and suggestions
on how one could better
organize the day in order to

I

We cordially invite you to come in and see our complete line of
needlework and accessories. We have needlepoint, .crewel,
cross-stitch, rugs, and a complete selection ofygrnsfor knitting
aurir!tivott---Ner-44h:
fin( -erochoing. Just .look for tiff
Street! Open 9:.30-5:09 daily except Sunday.
•
,1

MEN'S DRESS PANTS
New

Spring

Colors

Double Knit
polyester
00
• $17
Values to $24
Sizes 32-42
Knit Polyester

AMF Deluxe

BICYCLES

3 Speed
Mens or Ladle
/ 10 Speed
Mens or Ladies

SPORT COATS
and up.
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attlesnake
Roundups
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Once again it's rattlesnake
This is great from the crowdroundup time in West Texas, with
getting angle...but we still do not
hunts scheduled in a number of
like rattlesnakes at close range—
cities in the region.
rattle or no rattle!
-Midland (Tex.) Reporter
West
Texans,
generally
speaking, have very little if any Telegram
love for rattlesnakes, although
they have a great deal of respect
for them...

R. Gene IleCtitcheon. eilitt)r

bditorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
4e purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
ution, Letters to the editor in response to editoruils and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
vuuonated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would hi a tharrvice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
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Hogs,Goats,Sheep,And Lambs,
1 Cent Each On Canton Ferry

By M.C. Garrott
pounds off of me.
John Williams, one of our staff members Jack moved to Buffalo
last September to
at the First Baptist Church, has been in- assume his new responsibili
ties, which
terested in my findings on the opening of includes 30 faculty members
teaching in
the Eggner's Ferry Bridge. John spent three programs: Basic
instruction, insome of his earliest years at Golden Pond, volving 1,800 students;
Professional
between the rivers, and says he was nine Preparation, 200
students; and Graduate
years old before he ever went to Canton, Studies, with 400
students. His position is a
four miles east of his home on the Cum- full-time administrat
ive one. berland River.
SUNY-Buffalo has 25,000 students and is
Among the mementos of his youth, he the largest of four university
centers in the
found the following newspaper account, New York State system, which
Yet, there always has been a
includes 13
believed
taken
from
the
Some4
50,000
nudists may be
Murray paper, in state colleges and 38 junior colleges.
certain fascination about ratAt the
which the tolls for the ferry across the present time, they are
building the Buffalo
tlesnakes which somehow at- barred from bathing at a Cape
Cumberland
Canton
at
was.
established. campus to accommodate 50,000 students.
tracts many persons to them. And Ced park next-summer. Anyway,— Here's what it says:
At SUNY-Buffalo, _ _Abe- physical
that's
the
bare
estimate.
Seems
the familiar rattle always sounds
"At a Xi-elsteel of the Trigg'County-Cotiit education department is in
the School of
they
pose
traffic
a
hazard
along
last Saturday, the rates for the ferry Health Education in the
the alert when persons or animals
Faculty of Health
the see shore. But that may keep
across the Cumberland River at Canton Sciences, he writes,
get too close.
explaining this is
were fixed not to exceed the following: unique. "in that
tourism
on
the
Cape
from
are with the medical
This is why some cities stage
"Heavy1ien4iiieel wagons, carriages professions__ _ :fichninistratively_
and
annual rattlesnake roundups and— reachkui_a record peek.
and coaches,30ëht fdF'rèhicle and load physically. Some of our faculty
have
dual
-William
Mullen
A.
in
the
large.
events,
usually
with
like
enc, five cents extra for each horse appointments in
these professional
Pompano Bead)(Fla.)Sundrawing same; light four-wheel vehicle, 20 areas."
crowds attending and parSentinel
cents for vehicle and load and five cents
ticipating...
for each horse drawing same; horses, Jack says
he is "working long and hard
cattle and footmen five cents each; hogs, just trying to keep up,"
but is still finding
goats, sheep and lambs, one cent each; time to go house
hunting with his wife, Lee,
hogshead of tobacco, 10 cents; every weekend. They
are renting a duplex
automobiles and load, 30 cents.
.
-Until their home in Murray sells so they
"These are the rates as fixed by can buy in Buffalo.
statutes, and will go into effect at once. "The cost of housing
is higher here than
Mrs. W. J. Hopson, of near Canton, and Dr. in Murray,"
Jack writes, "but only
Lacy Hopson, of this place, were recently because most houses
are two-story with
granted a two-year ferry franchise at basements. Utilities
also are higher, but
Canton.food and other living expenses are about
By S. C. Van Curon
the same or lower. Things balance out."
As you would expect, the Bakers also
Remember Jack Baker on WNBS's have become involved in winter sports.
By .S. C. VAN CURON
for governor. Organization and name
FRANKFORT-This is the strangest
"Breakfast Show" every morning from "Even though it is cold in Buffalo, there is
recognition mean more than anything else
gubernatorial primary that Kentucky has
the Holiday Inn?
in these minor constitutional offices.
little snow," he said. "We had two feet in
experienced in many years.
Jack and his family live in Buffalo, New 36 hours back in November, but it
Miss Mary Louise Foust, state auditor,
was
Here is just about seven weeks until
is also a candidate for the governorship.— York, now, where he is chairman, or gone in three days. Not much snow since
election day and incumbent Gov. Julian
"chairpers
on" as he puts it, of the that time. We go ice skating frequently at
Robert McCreary Johnson of Louisville is
Carroll, who is seeking a full four year
Department of Physical Education at the indoor rinks and drive 45 minutes to the
also a candidate.
ski
tertn, has not made an official campaign
State University of New York at Buffalo. It areas just south of us. I have taken
Contrast this unusually dull campaign
up
trail speech to date. Neither has any paid
was good to receive a letter from him the cross country skiing. It is quite
with others in the past years.
demanding
advertising appeared on radio or
other day.
- like running."
When Wendell Ford ran against Bert T.
television or in the newspapers. He has the
Jack was one of my good friends at It was good hearing from Jack.
Combs last time, be announced just after
I think
advantage of being in office and making
Murray State, where he was an associate about him often. We got to know each
the 1970 legislature ended its session and
other
appearances and speeches affecting his
professor in the Department of Healtki quite well when he was
Combs did too. By the first of theiVat Year
coach of the
duties as governor
Physical Education and Recreation. He Murray swimming team,
their campaigns were in full gear
made up of
also was in charge of the faculty and staff •oungsters from both the
His chief opposition is Jefferson County
statewide.
-Oaks and the
physical fitness program. The beak urray Country Clubs. I handled
Judge Todd Hollenbach who has been
In 1963 when Edward T. Breathitt was
their
jogger, so to speak. He was always Wks publicity, and Jack was always faithful
traveling around the state, but so far the
opposed by former Gov. A. B. Chandler,
to
me to jog with him and to follow his call with the results - regardless of
usual political excitement at this stage of
Chandler announced during the 1962
physical fitness program. He figured he whether they won or lost.
the game is in lethargy.
legislative session and Breathitt ancould win the Nobel Prize for Physical We wish the Bakers the best
Usually the Democratic primary is
nounced Derby Day of that year as the
way up
Fitness Achievement if he could shave 40 there in that cold Yankeeland.
boiling hot at this time of year.
Combs' administration candidate. By
Republicans finished filing at deadline
March of the next year Chandler's camtime last Wednesday, but there won't be
paign had peaked, and Breathitt's cam-1
much excitement in that primary for few
paign began to gain steam.
-are seeking the privilege of opposing the
Pf
When Henry Ward ran for governor, he
Democrats in November.
Ilitt-DOWn
"
announced right after the 1966 legislative
Eleven Democrat candidates have filed
session and organization began imFROM THE
for the lieutenant governor's post, but at
mediately and the candidates hit the
this time only four have received much
campaign trail around the first of the year.
recognition. They are Secretary of State
Carroll's campaign headquarters have
Thelma Stovall, a veteran office holder in
By JOE CRUMP
been open here for several months, but the
Frankfort; President pro tern of the
efforts have seemed to be confined to
A Column for Reader,Who Haven't Time to Review
the Congressional Record Daily I
Senate William Sullivan; former parks
perfecting
county
organizations
commissioner Ewart Johnson and Pike
unanimous consent that an article by
throughout the state and apparently some
DYE TO TRAP DIESEL
County Judge Wayne Rutherford.
Bernie Swart. . . be printed in the Record..
fund raising.
FUEL TAX EVADERS
Rutherford has a series of ad( Excerpts follow ):
The strategy of the Carroll organization
SENATOR CHARLES H. PERCY
vertisements running on radio and
seems to ask the question: Why get on the
".
.
.
I
call
up amendment No. 198 . . .
television that are catchy and memorable, campaign trail and give the opponents
Lost $100 Million In
The amendment requires that No. 1 and
and these are drawing comment from the
Diesel Fuel Taxes
something to shoot at or talk about? As
No.
heating
2
fuel oft be colored with an oil
voters, at least from political observers long as Carroll doesn't raise any
This figure may go as high as $1 billion a
issues, his
soluble dye to deter tax fraud. . .
here.
year, according to Albert T. Stoessel, an
opponents don't seem to be able to raise
"Under
existing
law,
diesel
fuel is taxed
In the races for other state offices, there any against him.
Iowa oil dealer and past president of the
at an average rate of 12 cents a gallon - 4
isn't much way to stir political interest or
Iowa
On the Republican side, industrialist
Petroleum Association. Stoessel
cents by the Federal Government and an
excitement since the duties of these offices Robert Gable doesn't seem to
estimates his State alone is lasing more
have much
average of 8 cents by the States. An exdeal with services and not policy making. opposition in the primary. He ran
than 150 million a year in fuel taxes.
for the
tensive black market has developed in
There is little a candidate can promise and U. S. Senate in the primary against
The taxes are lost according to Stoessel,
Louie
which untaxed heating oil is used as diesel
little that he can say about his abilities to B. Nunn Last year and was defeated,
when
Number two heating oil is subbut he
fuel, defrauding both the Federal
perform the duties. The established way to at least got some name recognition
stituted for diesel fuel. The two fuels are
across
Governmen
t
and
every
State in the Union.
campaign for these offices in past years the state as he did when he was
almost identical in chemical composition,
Parks
A trucking trade publication, the FLEET
has been to tag along with the guber- Commissioner under Gov. Nunn.
Stoessel said, although diesel fuel is
OWNER, estimates that this illegal
natorial candidates and mix with the
Unless something happens within the
heavily taxed while home heating fuel is
practice is costing more than $1 billion a
crowd that comes to hear the guber- next two or three weeks to create
not. Stoessel told the Iowa Petroleum
some
year in State and Federal taxes. That is a
natorial candidates.
strong political issues that will interest the
Council that one major refinery "told its
trucking trade publication that makes that
These candidates also depend a great public, it looks like Carroll is going to
dealers
to stop selling fuel oil to truckers
be a
estimate. As a result of this black market,
deal on getting attached to the county shoo-in for the Democratic nomination
for use as diesel fuel."
heating oil becomes more scarce to
for
those
campaign leaders for one of the candidates governor.
Don Briggs, Iowa director of revenues,
who depend on this type of fuel..
I ask
says his department is conducting a threeyear auditing program of trucking
operations in the State. By the end of last
spring, he said, 140 carriers had been
audited, and each one ended up paying an
average of 11,200 in additional taxes.
FBI agents, working on a hijacking case,
noticed a heating oil delivery truck
making "midnight" deliveries to a truck
stop. The truck stop had sold between
BLASINGAME
• By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
500,000 and 1.5 million gal. of heating oil to
unsuspecting truckers. The station
Ttw divorce rate is at a record partners ...marry again after thought to be a significant conoperator was convicted and fine /70,000.
Q:
Mrs.
RI.
high and increasing. The effects divorce.
wpnders
if it is
tributing factor Measured by
SENATOR PERCY: . . Canada which
on society, especially the-AmeriSome of the causes for arrests, delinquency increased really true that a person can be
has enacted dyed fuel oil laws) have
troubled by "restless legs'
can family, are complex and far- divorces are chronic dissatisfac- 144 percent from 1960 to ign
increased their tax yields in this area by 55
reaching.
tion between the husband and
A: The restless leg
percent.. ."
The National Center for wife, sexual incompatibility' • Divorces
Syndrome,
may be damaging --first described
in 1945, has been
Health Statistics estimates that (often involves more than the sex
the beneficial influence; of the " observed
in patifInts by many CRUMP'S GRASS
970.000 divorces took place in the -Kit marriages at early ages.the
Family. Wholesome homelife. physicians. The
United Slates in 1974. about a 6 drive for more rietb;for women. tvith
sensations come ROOTS COMMENT
its guidance, affection and
after the limbs,(malty the
per cent increase over 1973. Dur- financial stress and the security.
Diesel fuel tax evaders shift the tax
lower
may be lessening, with
limtri, have been at rest
ing 1975. it is• anticipated that pimibility of each party working a resultant
burden to the law abiding truckers.
for a
diminution of parenwhile. The minder may
more than l million couples will . and having more adequate in- tal instruction,
jerk,
support and dis- and the person
may have an it._
get divorces.
come to survive separately, and cipline.
resistable urge to -move
While the divorce rate-took an the diminishing inhibition 1-el•
the
limns. Relief occurs by
upeaving following World War II, ated to religious beliefs.
The financial costs of'a
getting
up and moving aroUnd. The
divorces were kni)est in 1958 Major trauma- often hits the divorce. beyond sizable legal
i1/4
• rs published !very
about &9 divorces per 1,000 mar- children in a divorced family. fees, are often huge and tieup symptoms may recur Wlèn tin'
°Herndon except Sundays July 4. Chr is
patient
returta to bed 1-try
fled couples. Since then (kw tiog More than 10 mill100-13111*B.--ritScWrceA .w111441 could the
Day. New Year's Day and Thankswvong by ,
again to resk The
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and economic independence.
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42071 •
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Agree Or Not

. This Is A Strange
Type Of Primary

Congressional Record

Let's Stay Well

Divorce Rate Significant
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Finally a plac• to store th• transit studios'

The Calloway Fiscal Court this morning
approved the refinancing of bonds for the
Calloway County School System.
Midshipman Stanley R. Jewell, son of
Mr.and Mrs.Flay Jewell, has been named
to the Superintendent's List during the
second semester at the U. S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md,
Troy E. Scott, age 49, died suddenly
April 6 at his home on Murray Route One
Births reported include a girl, Gail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Horn on March 15.
Three hundred pair of quail will be given
to members of the Calloway County
Conservation Club on April 11. The birds
will be released in Calloway County for
restocking purposes.

Br- Thought
Don Collins of the Murray Training
Correct thy son, and he shall give
thee rest; year he shall give delight-- School Chapter of the Future'Farmers-ci
America won the public speaking contest
unto thy soul. Proverbs 29:17.-Correction means direction -much -a- the annual district FFA Day held at
more often than it means punish- Murray State College.
Deaths repotted included Warren P.
ment.
McDougal, Clyde Brewer, age 59, Charlie
Moore, age 58, and Mrs. Laura Lawson,
age 85.
Joe Tarry, Margaret Ruth Atkins, Betty
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Cantrell, and Marilyn Moyer, Murray
Whenever a collector of Internal
High School students, presented the
Revenue, or one of his deputies, stands
program at the meeting of the Murray
forth in a kind of apology for our federal
Rotary Club. Darrell Shoemaker was in
tax system, he invariably insists that it is
charge of the program.
painless. They can't spell at IRS. As
Pfc. and Mrs. Max Horace Churchill,
anybody knows, that kind of "painless" is
Jr., are the parents of a baby boy, Stephen
spelled "o-u-c-h!"
Grant, born April 4.

_Isnalt,The -Truth
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'Breaking Ground
,!!!!.Commentary

On Issues And Events

0

Written By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation
The impact of much-heralded tax
rebates will be minimal compared to the
potential benefits to many Kentucky
families from proposed changes in federal_
estate tax laws.
A bill has been introduced in Congress
for the second year in a row by Rep. Omar
Burleson, a Texas Democrat, which would
modernize exemption levels and provide
relief for family members who inherit
farm or other property. Cosponsors are
being added to the bill, and other similar
measures have been introduced in both the
House and Senate.
Out-of-date exemptions from federal
taxes on estates are resulting in
prohibitive tax bills to many families.
Farmers are particularly hard-hit, and
surviving sons and daughters are
frequently forced to sell farmland just to
get enough cash to pay estate taxes.
Such a situation is unfair to farm
families who wish to continue farming,
and is resulting in the removal of farmland
from agricultural production. Family
farms are being broken up and farmers
chased out of their chosen occupation as a
result of tax laws which have remained
virtually unchanged since before the end
of World War II.
The Burleson bill provides for at least
three changes in the levying of estate taxes
which could have substantial impact on a
family's ability to, in effect, afford an
inheritance.
The changes are:
-Raising the specific exemption
( exemption which applies to all estates)
from the current level of $60,000 to
1200,000. The $60,000 figure was written
into the tax law in 1942, when the consumer
price index was 48,8. In December 1974,
the index was 155.4, reflecting the
tremendous impact of inflation. Farmland
has gone up in value substantially, placing
many farm estates in higher tax brackets.
-Increase in the marital deduction from
50 per cent of the adjusted gross estate
(estate after debts and expenses are paid),
to 1100,000, plus 50 per cent of the adjusted
gross estate. The marital deduction is
applicable when property passes to a
surviving spouse.
-A provision for assessing property for
purposes of estate taxes on the basis of
current use, rather than for higher
potential use. Currently, federal appraisers list property, including farmland,
for its highest potential value, when it is
included in an estate. Thus, even if surviving members of a family wish to continue farming a tract of land, they may
have to pay estate taxes on that land based
on its potential for development or sale.
While all these changes are complex,
and not easily understood by anyone who
has never been involved in settling an
estate, their future financial impact on
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many families is tremendous.
As an example, if a 300-acre farm,
valued at 1700 per acre or a total of
$210,000, were to pass after a farmer's
death to his widow first then to a son, the
difference in the tax bills could determine
whether the farm stays in production.
Under existing leftv, a specific exemption
of $60,000, plus the marital deduction of 50
percent, or 1105,000, would leave $45,000 in
taxable value of the estate tminus certain
expenses) when left to the wife.
But when the same estate passes to a son
or daughter, only the $60,000 specific
exemption applies, leaving 1150,000 as the
taxable value. The tax bill would be
substantial.
Under the Burleson bill, with the 1200,000
exemption plus the larger marital
deduction for a surviving spouse, the
widow would owe no taxes and the son or
daughter would pay tax only on 110,000.
Although at first glanoe, such five and
six-digit figures may make it seem like the
estates in question here must be huge
compared to the average. But consider
that the specific exemption of $60,000
would not even cover a typical 100-acre
farm in many Kentucky counties.
In addition, the increased importance
now being attached to retaining farmland
for food production makes it imperative
that realistic changes are made in the
estate tax laws. Family farming, the backbone of agriculture, badly needs this
legislative shot in the arm.
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Today In History
The

4talartalovi Pr•it

Today is Tuesday, April 8,the 98th day of
1975. There are 267 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1513, the Spanish explorer, Ponce de
Leon, landed in Florida in his search for
the fountain of youth.
On this dateIn 1500, a French army, aided by Swiss
mercenaries,conquered Milan.
In 1730, the first Jewish congregation in
American consecrated its first synagogue
in New York City. The congregation dated
back to 1655.
In 1826, Secretary of State Henry Clay
fought a duel with Senator John Randolph
of Virginia. Neither was hurt.
In 1939, King Zog of Albania fled as
Italian troops invaded his country.
In 1961, a referendum in France approved a peace settlement with nationalist
rebels in Algeria.
In 1968, the U.S.Supreme Court removed
the death penalty provision from the
Lindbergh kidnaping law.
Ten years ago: A federal grand jury in
Newark, New Jersey indicted eight major
oil companies on charges of conspiring to
fix oil prices in New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Delaware.
Five years ago: The U.S. Senate rejected President Richard Nixon's Supreme
Court nominee,judge G. Harold Carswell.
One year ago; Baseball pitcher Hank
Aaron broke Babe Ruth's home run record
by hitting his 715th homer in a game`in
,.:Agmatoet.w.eqatheBravesand Dedgurn...:.., Today's birthdays: Prime Minister Ian
Smith of Rhodesia is 56 years old. Opera
tenor Franco Goren' is 52.
Thought for today: Rotten wood cannot
be carved - a Chinese proverb.
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By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
City Royals 3-2.
AP Sports Writer
With outfielders Bob Bailey
Today Gary Carter is a man.
and Rich Coggins sidelined, the
Monday night he was SuperExpos used rookie Tony Scott
man.
and Carter, the No.
The rookie catcher-outfielder in left field
1
catcher
the minor leagues
in
of the Montreal Expos turned
21 today after throwing a party last year, in right. Scott's twoin the
for himself at the expense of out, two-run double
Bob Gibson
off
eighth
inning
the St. Louis Cardinals. He
gave the Expos a 5-4 lead and
smacked two singles and a
Carter, who nicked Gibson for
three-run homer, driving in
a run-scoring single in the first,
runs
four
as the Expos opened
wrapped it up in the ninth with
the baseball season with an 8-4
his three-run homer off a high
triumph over Bob Gibson and
fast ball from Elias Sosa.
the Cards.
"I'll tell you this was a heck
In other National League
of a birthday present," said
openers, the Cincinnati Reds
Carter, who hit .407 in nine
edged the Los Angeles Dodgers
games at the end of last sea2-1 in 14 innings and the Housson, batted .321 in spring trainton Astros trimmed the Atlanta
ing and is hitting a cool .750
Braves 6-2.
this year ... albeit with 161
The only American League
games left.
game saw Nolan Ryan fire a
Reds 2, Dodgers 1
three-hitter, striking out 12,
Cincinnati, which finished
while the California Angels ralfour games behind Los Angeles
lied for two runs in the bottom
:7in.the NL West last yearcedged
of the ninth to edge the Kansas

apparently flied out to end the
the Dodgers when Cesar Gero- inning. But plate umpire Doug
nimo raced home from -third Harvey ruled Correll's glove
base on pinch hitter George had interfered with May's bat.
Foster's infield single off Cliff Johnson's double then tied
knuckleballer Charlie Hough the score and Cruz then
with two out in the bottom of clubbed his three-run shot over
the 14th.
the right-field fence.
The Dodgers took a 1-0 lead
41ngels 3, Royals 2
in the fourth when Don Gullett
Rudy Meoli opened tile ninth
issued consecutive walks to with a pinch single, California's
Jimmy Wynn and Ferguson first hit since the third inning.
and Garvey singled. The Reds Steve Mingori replaced Steve
tied it against Don Sutton in the Busby and the Angels loaded
sixth on singles by Rose, Joe the bases on a walk to Morris
Morgan and Dave Concepcion.
Nettles and Mickey Rivers'
Astros 6, Braves 2
bunt single. Tommy Harper
Houston's Jose Crux took ad- drove in the tying run with a
vantage of an interference call bloop single off Doug Bird and
against Atlanta catcher Vic the winner came home on
Correll with a tie-breaking Bruce Bochte's sacrifice fly.
three-run homer, capping a
Ryan struck out more than 10
five-run fifth-inning rally batters for the 68th time in his
against Phil Niekro that erased career. He fanned designated
a 2-0 deficit.
hitter Harmon Killebrew four
Cesar Cedeno's infield. single_Ltiines. Jahn mayberry's sixthdrove in the first of five .inning homer had given Kansas
unearned runs before'Mat May aty a 2_1 lead.

The Murray High girls tennis
team remained undefeated as
they romped to an easy 9-0 win
in a road match Monday afternoon over Hopkinsville.
The Murray girls won all six
singles matches and swept the
doubles play in recording their
second win of the season.
Jill Austin,'a freshman and
the only member of the team
,'who is actually in high school,
easily won her match at number
one defeating La Wana Edwards 8-2 All of the matches
were played in pro sets.
At number- two, seventh
grader Kathy Outland recorded
a shutout win over Sandy Bruce,
8-0.
Robyn Burke, also a seventh
grader, had the closest match of
the day. However, it was still an
easy win as she defeated Pam
Hughes of Hopkinsville 8-3.
Candy _ Jackson, a sixth
grader and , the youngest
member of the Tigers, won 8-2
at number four over Susannah
Riley. Af number five, seventh
grader Carol Dick won 8-2 over

Mandy Kissner while at number
six, Catherine Dick, also a
seventh grader, defeated Beth
Cook 8-1.
The number one doubles
found Austin-Outland winning 81 over Edwards-Hughes, BurkeJackson won 8-2 at number two
over Riley-Bruce and at
number three, the Dick Twins
won 8-1 over Kissner-Cook.
The girls will play again next
Tuesday when they host
Marshall County.
The Tiger boys will have the
rest of the week off and will not
play again until next Tuesday
when they also host the Marshalls.

LOS ALTOS, Calif. 1AP) —
Dave Roberts, who cleared 18
feet 612 inches for a world pole
vault record, and Francie Larrieu, who set a world recofd in
the mile and 1,500 meters, were
named Monday as track athletes for March byTrack eg Field
News Magazine..

Yes, those April showers that bring spring
flowers can also bring a great deal of misery
to those many people who may suffer from certain allergies. It can be especially difficult for
those who do not know what it is that elitisms
their problems.
12 you ever experience snob problems, don't
There are many tests
suffer meaninglessly.
that can be done to find out to what you may
be allergic. An appointment with • physician
with specialised training (allergist) would be
a first step for you to take.

We Are Now Open On Sundays
from 1:00 p. m. until 2:00 p. in.
Free Delivery — No Service Charge
Open 66 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
753-1340
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1 5th
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Darold Keller, R.P1i.
Steve Compton, R,Pit.
Murray,Ky. 42071
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Knicks And Rockets Square
Oft la Atlikflayoff Opener
By The Associated Press.
The National Basketball Association playoff wars begin
tonight with opening shots
being fired on two fronts.
The New York Knicks and
Houston Rockets trigger the
Eastern Conference series
Houston while in Seattle, the
SuperSonics host the Detroit
, Pistons in the West.

Winners of these first-round,
three-game series will have the
dubious distinction of facing the
teams with the best records in
each of their divisions.
By virtue of their records,
the Boston Celtics of the Eastern Conference and the Golden
State Warriors of the West
have drawn first-round byes
and will await opening-round
winners in the conference semifinals.
In other playoff action, the
Chicago Bulls will host the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings
Wednesday night in Chicago in
the opening of a seven-game
Western Conference semifinal
series. On Thursday night, the
start of an Eastern Conference
semifinal series will take place
in Landover, Md., where the
Washington Bullets will host
the Buffalo Braves.
The Knicks took their regular
season series 3-1 from the
Rockets, but Houston Coach
John Egan still thinks he has
an advantage. Two of the three
games will be played at Houston, he point/ilia.
"I think the-horne-eourt-is-the
best thing we have going for
us,- says an optimistic Egan.
"In a short series, it could
make the difference. I don't
think it makes any difference
in a seven-game series."
But if the Rockets have the
home court edge, the Knicks
have the edge in experience.
They've been in these playoffs
nine straight years - even if
they did squeeze in this time
with a sub-par 40-42 record in
the Atlantic Division.
Confidence - and lack of it
- appears to be the key in the
Detroit-Seattle series. Seattle
seems to have it. Detroit
doesn't.
don't think we're on that
confidence level we -were on

- Lone Oak Geis-;Win Over Tiger
Golfers Monday

4--

By LEE STEWART
The Murray High golf team
suffered its first defeat of the
season Monday afternoon,
losing to tht Lone Oak Purple
Flash at the Rolling Hills
Country Club in Paducah.
The Tigers were edged by
eight strokes as they carded a,
159 while the Flash posted a 151.
The lass brings the Tigers to 2-1
for the season.
Tiger senior Tim Philpot
captured medalist honors with
an even-par 35. Other scores for
MHS were: Lee Stewart 38,
Lynn Sullivan 42, Howard
Boone 44 and Gary Sullivan 46.
Lone Oak was led by Kenny
Perry's 36. Daryle Mullen
birdied the last two holes as he
fired a 38. Rounding out the
scoring for the Flash were John
Paul Felker 38, Jim Day 39 and
Tim Doyle 43.
The victory improves the
Flash record to 4-0.
Philpot got off to a fast start
as he birdied the second and
third holes with putts of 35 and
six feet respectively_ His only
mishap came when he threeputted the fifth for a double
bogey..
He needed only 14 putts' to
complete his round.
Coach Preston Holland's
Tigers will host Calloway
County this afternoon at the
Murray Country Club.

In Peuo!

IIARLflfl
GL BETit,TTERS
M.S.U.
Reldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.
eFt
-i-C-.
in sale at
Peoples Bank
Bank of Murray
Dennison Neat
Montgoineey Wed
Tickets:
Students Se Children -$3.00
General Admission Adults PM
Reserved Seats •$5.00
Sponsored by Murray
Calloway County Jaycees.

Waft Rehased
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Phillies have
asked waivers on relief pitcher
Eddie Watt to give him his unconditional release.
The right-hander came to the
Phillies last year after eight
years with Baltimore. He won
one, lost one, saved six and
compiled a 4.09 ERA. This
spring, Watt was 1-1 in eight
games with an 4.09 ERA.
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when we were going well,"
notes Detroit star Bob Lanier.
"Plus, as of last month, we've
been only playing six or seven
men. I don't think you can go
anywhere in the playoffs without any depth."
On the other hand, the SuperSonics have the confidence of
their coach.
"I'm confident," says Bill
Russell, who harl lots of playoff
days as the star of the Boston
Celtics. "I did like the way we
ended our season. If Tommy
(center Tom Burleson) plays
well and Spencer Iforward
Spencer Haywood) is good, we
can really be tough up front
against Detroit.

By JOHN MOSSMAN
end of the period. Roche scored
AP Sports Writer
seven straight points to put
DENVER (AP)- The Den- Utah on top 80-78, then followed
ver Nuggets, overcoming a 10- a minute later with a threepoint deficit in the final quarter point play for an 85-80 lead.
on the play of forward Bobby
Ron Boone's layup barely a
Jones and guards Mack Calvin minute into the final period
and Ralph Simpson, have gave Utah its 10-point advanmoved into a commanding posi- tage.
tion in their American Basket- Denver began chipping away,
ball Association playoff series however, and after Byron Beck
with Utah.
had scored four of six straight
PRESENTED SADDLE -Bill Atkins, 15, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
The Nuggets' 126-120 triumph Denver points, the Utah lead
new
trophy saddle for the
Atkins of Hazel Route 2, was presented a
Monday night gave them a 2-0 was just 105-103 with 8:15 left.
year 1974-75 for his outstanding performance in showing game baredge in their best-of-seven
Randy Denton's three baskets
figure
eight
at
and
the
C
competed
in
speed
ses. He
poles, barrels,
Western Division series. The up close kept the Stars on top
L D Stables in Goodlettsville, Tn. He is o sophomore at Calloway
third and fourth games will be 115-112, but Calvin's layup a
County High School and a member of the New Providence Riding
played in Salt Lake City minute later put the Nuggets
Club.
Wednesday and Friday.
ahead 116-115 for the first time
In the only other ABA playoff in the quarter.
game Monday night, the In- After Roche's two free throws
diana Pacers turned back the tied it at 118-118 with 2:04 left,
San Antonio Spurs 98-93 to take Jones, Denver's talented
a 2-0 lead in their best-ot-7 rookie, hit two consecutive basfirst-round series.
kets, Calvin scored on a layup
"We're 2-0, that's a hell of an,following a block by Simpson,
advantage," Denver Coach Lar- and Simpson hit a jumper for a
ry Brown said. "But we can't 126-118 lead with 31 seconds
take anything for granted.? Utah left
came In here and gave_ eis_e_ At San Antonio, George
- good game tonight. And the McGinnis collected 30 points in
-Stars always play the second half to trigger IEF
diana's victory over San Annandal pain is to play more eight teams would meet in Tour home."
The
Western
Division
chamGallo. He scored only three
games and call them champion- championship series to deterships.
mine the remainder of a 12- pions pulled out the triumph points before the intermission
over the fourth-place Stars de- and wound up with 33.
So, the four leagues played team playoff.
had embarrassed
their marathon schedules, - - Then, the team with the old- _ spite falling behind 101-91 early "I felt
myself and my teammates,"
eliminated 37 per cent of the est coach, the one with the tall- In the final period.
Utah guard John Roche McGinnis said of the first half.
teams and new begin playoffs est trainer and the one with the
that could easily require the shortest guards would draw paced Utah's 42-point third "The guys look to -me for I6ad-winners to play another 20-plus playoff byes, and the other nine quarter, during which the Stars ership and I played like a high
games. In the National Hockey teams would meet in a round rebounded from a 56-55 half- school player."
time deficit to lead 97-89 at the McGinnis won the regular
League, the Stanley Cup winner robin. Or
could be in 24 playoff games,
the last one on May 29.
"I agree it's ridiculous," said
one general manager of a professional basketball team.
"But, with our costs out of
KELLY-SPRINGFIELDII(
S
TIRES
sight, we've got to find new
revenues.4
It seems those new revenues
are destined to be the fans'
ticket prices, provided the
leagues are able to fan enough
interest in the early stages of
this competition when mismatches are obvious.
If the leagues are successful
in selling their expanded playoff formats, they might devise
some new schemes in future
years.
They might declare thatt the
top half of, say, a 16-team
league automatically qualifies
for the playoffs after the 80game schedule. The bottom

An AP Sports Analysis

Seems That Everybo
Is PI
In Pia offs
By CRAIG AMMERMAN
AP Sports Writer
When a team rejoices because it made the post-season
playoffs witha losing record, it
may be time to wonder if professional sports has forsaken
the principle of winning in a
mad search for the almighty
dollar.
Playoffs began this week in
the four basketball and hockey
leagues. Anyone having a difficult time making sense out of
what is going on is excused.
It's enough to befuddle a perfectly sensible computer.
For one th,ing, 38 of the 60
teams in the four leagues have
played an 80-game schedule
and are still playing. Eight of
those championship teams do
not have winning records.
The Memphis Sounds carried
a 27-57 record into the ABA
playoffs, meaning they lost 68
per cent of the time and still
qualified for a shot at the
"championship."
The reason for all this? Money. With spiraling salaries, the
basketball and hockey leagues
have become a collection of
teams whose bottom line is colored red on the year-end report. One way to ease the fi-

Host Southern
Illinois
University struck for all the
runs they needed in the first
inning Monday at Abe Martin
Field in Carbondale as the
Salukis belted Murray State 8-1.
The Salukis used three singles

STORY & CLARK
builds concert hall quality
into a console for your home

Rich sound comparable to that of larger pianos .• . . responsive playability of nimble, direct-action keys. More
people buy a Story & Clark for tone and touch than any
other console in the world. Of course, the exclusive Storytone Sounding.Board unconditionally guaranteed for fifty
years gives you peace of mind that the concert quality will
last Come in, and learn the inside Story of a sound
investment.

THE SPANISH CONSOLE
The dignity of Old Spain is creatively expressed in this classic design. Filigreed music rack shows
the Moorish influence, tapered legs
are inspired by architecture of the
Vddle Ages A true classic, appropriate with Pehod and Contemporary decor. Hand-rubbed premium
Pecan cabinetwood

Story & Clark builds pianos with the Idea you wull buy but one In• lifetime 0 ,,b-locked frame 0 "butcher block- key base 0 stabilized
hammers 0 hargl-CsOrOcl..auglentic styling 0 hand-rut:4Na flrushin
guaranteed tor 10 years
•

Reed filluste

• =WI

.4

4

Benton
Between Benton & Mayfield on Hwy.58 West. Turn at Harvey
‘`•

and a sacrifice fly for a pair of
runs in the bottom of the first
inning and moved to an early 2-0
lead.
Sophomore Dana Pearson of
Cobden, Ill., started on the hill
for the Thoroughbreds and went
the distance, settling down and
pitching shutout ball over the
last four innings
Murray threatened in the top
of the first as Ftichie White
started the game with a single.
Then after one man had been
retired, rightfielder John
Siemanowski ripped a single
and Murray had men on at first
and third.
However the frame ended
when the Saluki first baseman
made a diving stab of a shot off
the bat of Leon Wurth and
stepped on the bag for an inning-ending doubleplay.
In the home half of the
second, after two men had
already been retired, the
Salukis struck for three more
runs. SIU added a single talley
in the third and two more in the
fourth.
Murray's only run of the
game came in the fourth inning
when second-baseman Jack
Perconte hit a rope just off the
line in rightfield, clearing the
340-foot sign and breaking up
the shutout.
Murray hit the bail well.
Sophomore first baseman Don
Walker belted two drives that
would have been homers in
Reagan Field.
Shortstop Leon Wurth who
made several outstanding
fielding plays in the game for
the 'Breds, paced the six-hit
attack with a pair of base
knocks.
White, Perconte,
Siemanowski and David Hughes
all had a hit apiece.
The Salukis go to 14-8-1 for the
season while Murray now
stands at 31.5.
-opens' a fOur.ganiE
f6dairLouisville while the Thoroughbreds will try once again to play
Vanderbilt at Reagan Field on

season scoring title and was
named co-most valuable player
with Julius Erving of the New
York Nets.
The series now shifts to Indianapolis for the next two
games.
The only ABA playoff game
scheduled tonight is Memphis
at Kentucky in the second
game of their series. The Colonels hold a 1-0 edge.

Wins Tourney
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C.(AP)
- James McAfee of Trumbull,
Conn., assistant editor of Golf
Digest, shot a three-over-par 75
Monday to win the 22nd annual
golf tournament of the Golf
Writers' Association of America.
Defending champion Steve
Kelly of the Springfield (Mass.)
Daily News was one stroke behind. Parker Smith, a contributing editor of Golf Magazine,
was third.

Hall Of fame
BOSTON
Robert
Whelan of Framingham, Mass.,
and Randolph Cross of Atlanta
will be inducted into the Boston
University Varsity Club Hall of
Fame on April 26, the school
has announced.
Whelan was an outstanding
-I3tJ football player In the late
1940s; and Cross is one of the
Terriers' all-time leading basketball scorers and rebounders.

EWING TIRE

Salukis Pound Murray
'Breds Now 31-5

I.

Story & Clark
quality pianos
start as low as

Nuggets Overcome 10-Point
Deficit To Slip Past Stars

POLY
-PLY
4
WHITEVVALLS

diab

Wednesday.
The single contest is slated to
begin at 3 p.m.
However, in the past two
years, Murray was to have
played Vandy at Reagan Field
and each time the Commodores
cancelled out at the last minute

Murray Rated
13th Best In
United States
Murray State University,
enjoying one of its most successful baseball seasons in the
history of the school, has moved
into the nation's top 20 baseball
teams.
In a poll of coaches by United
Press International, the
Thoroughbreds were ranked
13th in the nation.,
The top-ranked team in the
country is South Alabama, a
team Murray defeated on the
road last year in the seasonopener.
Murray State was ranked as
high as 14th last season in the
collegiate baseball poll by one
of the major sports magazines.
Currently, the Thoroughbreds
are 31-5 for the season and will
be playing at home at 3 pm.
Wednesday against Vanderbilt,
1, South Alabama
2. Arizona State
3. Florida State
4. Southern California
5. South Carolina
6, Arizona
7, Texas
8. Oklahoma
9. Califgrnia State
10. Long Beach State
11. Miami University
)
12. Pan American
13. MURRAY STATE
14. California-Fullerton
_
• 15. „ South,Floricia
.„:,„-;•
111._ Louisiana State
32. Califorinci-iimprono
18. Stanford
19. UCLA
20. Oklahoma ,1;ile

Check Our Price
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SHOCKS
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Installed

Front End

"kasitaXastic

$1

In Stock Numbers

ALIGNMENT

BRAKE OVERHAUL
.Re Ins all 4 wheels
.Turn Drums•Arc
„L.-longs •Add
Clean Front Wheel
b•orongs

$4995
Gillette Ambassador
$1095

4 Pty Polyester
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Memphis State Hands
Racer Net Team.1.oss
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22nd annual
of the Golf
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le stroke bell, a confrlblf Magazine,

By ROSS BOLING
If there's anything Bennie
Purcell hates worse than seeing
his Murray State Racers lose a
- tennis match, it's seeing them
lose a tennis match-to his archrival and close friend, Coach
Tommy Buford and his
Memphis State Tigers. _
That's why last night's 6-3 loss
to the Tigers, which dropped
Murray's seasonal record to 2-9,
must have been an especially
bitier pill for him to swallow.
The loss was in fact Murray's
second to the Tigers this ybar.
They beat the Racers convincingly earlier this year in
Memphis.
Last night's contest offered
some encouraging differences,
however. Murray lost a total of
three three-set matches which
quite easily could haye gonalhe_
other way and conceivably,
turned the match around.
Number one Mike Owen, in

what was the most captivating
match of the evening and with
his father Archie looking on,
lost a thrilling grudge battle to
Memphis State's Phil Chamberlain.
Owen had been priming for
last night's rematch with
Chamberlain who had beaten
him in their first encounter in
Memphis and he came excruciatingly close to pulling it
off.
Having split sets, Owen
fought his way to a 3-1 lead in
the third set tie-breaker
whereupon Chamberlain rallied
to win four straight points and
the match, 4-6 6-2 7-6.
Number six Jim Lukeman
likewise lost a heartbreaker to
Bob Fender, 6-2 6-7 6-1 and
number two doubles pair Tom
LieAnd De_l_rurceIl lost a dree-_,
setter against Memphis State's
Bob Arvin and Scott Brown, 1-6
6-3 6-1.

Fame
- Robert
;ham, Mass.,
is of Atlanta
io the Boston
Club Hall of
the school
outstanding
^ In the late
s one of the
leading basrebounders.

--
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E.Buel

Stalls

On March 28th I filed the necessary papers and
am now a candidate for the City Council, Ward "A".
I am senior member of the Board of Calvary Temple First Pentecostal Church of God of Murray; a
member of Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M., Rizpah Temple A. A. 0. N. M. S. of MadisonviTle, Ky.,
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 0. E. S., The
American Legion, W. 0. W., and a life member of
Murray State University Alumni Association.
I served as a member of the City Council from
1957 to 1959 and, more recently, from 1971 to 1974.
During the latter period I was Chairman of the
Police Committee, Vice Chairman of the Water and
Sewer Conunittee and Member of the Budget and
Finance Committee.
A major problem facing our city today is one of
economics. The City Council must move very
carefully in this area and make certain that our
citizens are not over-taxed. Along this line of
reasoning, Jam opposed to:
1. A Gross Receipts Tax.
2. A Payroll Tax ( by whatever name ).
3. Deficit Spending.
4. Needless Spending ( for any reason).
In my judgement the above can be accomplished
by wisely budgeting our income with special emphasis on the real estate property tax. The recent increase in assessment of real property approximates
25%. Under the previous assessment the city collected approximately $314,000.00 per year in real estate
taxes. The increase in assessment will bring into the
city coffer approximately $78,500.00 per year in additional tax money. The city has no control over the
assessment, but, we do control the tax rate. It is
altogether probable that we can reduce the tax rate
on real estate and continue to provide the required
_
services for our citizens.
The taxpayer is entitled to, and I wiffwork for,the
following:
1. A Balanced Budget.
2. A dollars worth of service for every dollar
paid in taxes.
3. A reduction in taxes.
4. The eradication of the drug problem in the
city.
5. Free selective brush pickup the year-round.
6. Firm,fair and impartial law enforcement.
7. Free limited use of the city dump for Murray
citizens.
8. More efficient utilization of and more satisfaction among city employees.
If you believe that I have adequately served you
in the past and will do so in the future, please use
your influence in my behalf and vote for me on
Tuesday, May 27, 1975.

By MIX E BRANDON
SinrIl Editor

All of which left Coach
Purcell to muse on what easily
might have been.
"I think if Mike and Jim
could've pulled through, the
whole complexion of the match
would've changed. Two victories there would have tied the
match at 3-3 going in to the
doubles and it's possible that we
could've won 1-4 instead of
losing 6-3."
Purcell did see some cause
for hope however.
"We did better this time than
at Memphis and I was particularly pleased with Craig
(Mangold) and Lukeman's play
in doubles."
The number three pair beat
Memphis' Fender and Danny
Meeks, 6-4 2-6 6-4, in a match
that lasted until nearly eleven
o'clock atztwhich almost ended
prematurely
when
MSU
security guards, making their
nightly ten o'clock rounds,
began turning off the tennis
lights.
The security men were incredulous when they were told
that a varsity tennis match was
being played at that hour.
Coach Purcell spent twenty
minutes convincing them of it.
What did you say to convince
them Coach-?
ended up saying that if they
turned them off and locked the
switchbox, I would just use my
key and turn them back on
again."
In the other matches,
Memphis State's Keith West
breezed by Murray's number
two Ross Boling, 6-2 6-3 and
Memphis' Jim Kallenberger
subdued number three Tom Lie
7-5 6-2.
Number four Del Purcell
recorded Murray's lone singles
victory with an impressive win
over Brown,6-2 6-2. The rapidly
improving Mangold dropped a
6-2 6-2 decision to Memphis'
Meeks which was much closer
match than the scores would
suggest.
The Racers took two of the
three doubles matches which
was perhaps Murray's finest
doubles performance so far this
year. Besides Lukeman and
Mangq144.01, tbe number one
tandem of )wen and Boling
used the lob and series of incredible defensive retreives to
perfection in scoring a highlyimpressive win over West and
Kallenberger, 7-6 7-5.
The Racers take a northerly
swing this weekend to challenge
powerful UK at Lexington and
go for their first OVC win of the
season against Eastern Kentucky and Morehead at Richmond.

Laker Golfers
Lose Match To
Marshall County
By ANTHONY FIKE
The Calloway County golf
team dropped its second match
of the season Monday afternoon, losing to Marshall
County.
The Lakers were defeated by
a tally of 180-188 on a
waterlogged Calvert City Golf
and Country Club course.
' Kevin D'Angelo was apparently unbothered by the
lightning-fast, bent-grass
greens as he fired in a 41 to lead
the Lakers. Bobby Fike carded
a 47 and Joe Janecek shot 49.
Anthony Fike suffered a 51
while Mike Howard rounded out
the scoring with a 52.
For Marshall County, Ken
Dossett shot a 43 while Danny
Ham carded a 44
Other scorers for Marshall
were Williamson 46, Cowan 47
and Darnell 52.
The Lakers, coached by
Larry Paschall, will meet
Murray High this afternoon at
the Murray Country Club.
The loss Monday leaves the
Lakers' season record at 0-2.
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Blades Win What May
Have Been Last Ever

Tirneout With BrOndon

BALTIMORE ( AP)- Johnny Feldman said he has an offer
Wilson, the Baltimore Blades' in the works and characterized
coach and general manager. the deal as "better than 50-50"
says he's "real proud to see a that the team will be purchased
last-place team get a standing by local owners for the next
ovation" from a hometown season.
At the box office the Blades
crowd at the conclusion of its
World Hockey Association sea- attracted 61,978 fans - averIt will be sometime late Wednesday before
aging 3,514 a game, a figure
son.
Overton really knows who he has signed.
But the applause Monday WHA officials said they're conWho else?
night may be the last applause cerned about.
The coaching staff feels it has a good
Despite their loss, the Housthe Blades ever get.
chance of grabbing Lawrence Demic, a 6-8
Baltimore concluded as sea- ton Aeros were a decidedly
center from Gary, Ind. Demic, without a
son with a 4-2 triumph over the jubilant team. Coach Bill Didoubt, is the top big man on the list the Racers
first-place Houston Aeros. The neen said he was just glad to
are looking at.
victory marked the third in the get through the last game beAlso high on the list are 6-11 center Maurice
last six games for the Blades, fore the playoffs without an inDrinks of Fort Wayne, 6-10 Chester Giles of
which finished with a record of jury. 'There's always the fear
Chicago, 6-10 Larry Harris of Baltimore, 6-10
21-53-4, or 46 total points, the that. a key player will be hurt
Dennis Tindle of McCreary County, 6-9 Lloyd
just before the playoffs."
worst in the WHA.
Terry of Gary, and 6-8 Earner Calhoun Mays
When asked how he thinks his
Houston, which will play
of Gary.
Cleveland Thursday in the first team will do against the CruForwards include Jarvis Williams of
round of the WHA playoffs, fin- saders, Dineen said: "We have
Houston, Carl McPipe of Hammond, Rick
ished the regular season at 53- a 5-1 record this season against
Davis of Pompano Beach, Fla.; John Randall
Cleveland."
26-0, for 106 points.
of Hammond, and several other top-notch
Gordie Howe, Houston's 47The
WHA
playoffs
open
players.
_
'tonight With Phenix facing year-old hockey patriarch, reGuartfii,-VeSides the ones already menQuebec. On Wednesday, Min- stated following the game this
tioned, include Jimmy Webb, who is apnesota will meet New England will be his final full year of
parently leaving the University of Cincinnati,
and San Diego will play To- professional hockey action.
Charles Hicks of Gary, Brian Banks of
Hanunond, Paul Smith of Shelby County,- ronto. ___. _. _
The end of the Blades' 17Karl Goodeen of Houston, 'Todd Jones of
_
-game home season here, after'
Springfield, Ohio, Don Fucci of Lexington__
BOSTON
(AP)
- The Boston
Coming
from
Michigan
at
1M
---Tates Creek, Terry Crosby of Toledo, and
end of January, leaves their fu- Minutemen of the North AmeriRusty Miller of Switz City, Ind.
ture in doubt. WHA officials can Soccer League have signed
Watch the sports section in the Murray
have given the team until April four European recruits.
Ledger & Times later this week and
The recruits are Geoff Davies
15
to come up with local owners
'have some kind of news on recruiting.' And
and Stephen Melledew of Great
or face extinction.
hopefully, it will be good news.
Skip Feldman, Blades' vice Britain, Bernd Stobeck and
iner-Hollaseii of Germany.
president, said following Mm
The Minutemen open their
clay night's game a decision
There's probably no way of finding out but
will be made "within, the next NASL season April 25 with an
the Murray High girls tennis team may be the
two weeks or sooner".on the exhibition game against Philayoungest in the country.
team's ownership dilemma. delphia at Bethlehem, Pa.
Jill Austin, who plays the number one
singles, is a freshman. Four others are
seventh graders and one, Candy Jackson, is
just in the sixth grade.
So with Murray getting all sorts of national
publicity in the past month or two, it looks like
we'll be in store for a little more later on. I
talked with Associated Press this morning
and they seemed.very interested and thought
several major 'Orli publicationt nlight be
interested in a feature story on the Tiger

Casey To Sign At Murray Or UK
The day is all but on us.
Wednesday is the first day for sIgning
national basketball letters of latent__
At the present time, Murray State
University is on a full-speed ahead eoutse in
basketball recruiting. And it appears the
Racers are headed toward a highly..
successful recruiting year.
Murray has not signed anyone thus far to a
conference letter, contrary to rumors which
are floating around town. A conference letter"
simply binds that athlete to the school in that
conference and if he so chooses, he can
transfer to another school without any
problems.
So Wednesday morning, Coach Fred
Overton and assistant coach Jim Calvin will
be in several different places. And with them,
they'll have a total of six national letters,
which hopefully will be sigfied by Thursday.
"We'd like to sign everyone on Wednesday
and get it over with," Calvin said.
"Of course we'll run into Some kids wh will
want to wait a couple of days but I'd really
much rather alp_ them early.__this past weekend, three prospects were iA
town. They included Eddie Williams of
Mayfield, Dwane Casey of Union County and
Victor Jordan of Christian County.
Casey and Jordan are both First-Team AllStaters and high school All-Americans.
Williams is a Second-Team All-State selecCasey has narrowed his choice of schools to
two. He told me Saturday he will sign either
• Wednesday or Thursday with Murray State or
with the University of Kentucky.
A super guard with a super attitude and
super,talent, the 6-3 Casey is the only player
in the state UK is currently seeking. If
Murray should sign Casey, it would be a great
recruiting victory.
And if Murray should sign Casey, it would
be a good step in perhaps influencing
Williams or Jordan, or perhaps even both, to
sign at Murray. Williams is being heavily
recruited by Austin Peay and the race for him
has probably narrowed down to Murray or the
Governors.
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Tiger Girl Netters

Sears SALE!
Sears Best
Chaiil Lint Fence

Poor TeanisitILGet Chance
To Improve During Playoffs

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
The big, bad Boston Bruins,
don't scare too many people
anymore and the rough, tough
Chicago Black Hawks aren't
bullies any longer. But the two
teams tangle in a first-round
playoff series that will end a
dismal season for one club and
improve a poor season for the
other.
"I don't think anyone is picking us to win," said Boston's
Bobby Orr, "not our fang, the -press or maybe even some of
our parents. They don't think
we'll go much further than the
first round, but when we get to
the finals maybe we can talk
about it."
"We didn't win a crucial
game all year," said Chicago
Coach Billy Reay. "Welt have
a chance to prove differently in
the playoffs."
With 12 of the 18 National
Hockey League teams entering
a rather non-discriminating
playoff picture, teams which
were disappointing during the
regular season have a chance
for atonement.
The Bruins and Black Hawks
get their second chance in Boston when the NHL's second season starts tonight with four
best-of-three series. Other firstround pairings have the New
York Rangers playing host to
their suburban rivals, the New

Kentucky Stars
Romp Tennessee
NASHVILLE(AP)-The University of Kentucky's Bob Guyette scored 18 points to lead
the Kentucky college all-stars _
to a 104-81 victory over the Tennessee college all-stars Monday
night at Vanderbilt University.
The University of Louisville's
Bill Bunton added 16 and Kentucky's Kevin Grevey scored 14
for the winners, who led 47-39
at halftime.
Also in double figures were
Kentucky's Jimmy Dan Conner,
Kentucky's Mike Flynn and Ike
Whitefield of Louisville with 12,
each.
,
Steve Peeler of Middle Tennessee State led Tennessee with
20. George Sorrell of Middle
Tennessee had 17, Austin ,
Peay's Percy Howard 16, the
University of Teruessee's Rodney Woods 14 and Middle.Tennesaee's Jimmy-Martin W.

Bob Gibson, veteran pitcher
with the St. Louis Cardinals. is
the oldest member of the team
at age 39.

York Islanders; the St. Louis and haven't been overly imt
Blues meeting the Penguins in pressive this year.
Pittsburgh. and the Toronto
The third-year Islanders, in
Maple Leafs playing the Kings the playoffs for the first time,
in Los Angeles.
had never beaten the Rangers
Outfits include chain link fabric, top rail, aluminum
The Black Hawks, who fin- at Madison Square Garden until
loop caps. galvanized line posts, tie wires.
a
humiliating
in
ished
Di- they won 6-4 there Sunday
third
Our chain linx fences start as low as$1.19 per ft.
vision 2 to a pair of expansion night.
clubs which weren't around
Pittsburgh has been running
when Chicago won its last Stan- hot and cold this year. - hot on
ley Cup in 1961, are looking to home ice and very cold away
the playoffs to restore some from home cooking. Since the
lost pride.
Penguins are scheduled to play
"It has been a disappointing two of the best-of-three series
season for all of us," said Chi- in Pittsburgh, they would seem
cago goalie Tony Esposito, who to have an advantage.
will be facing shots from his
The Penguins assembled a
brother Phil, the second-leading 255-10 record at home this seascorer in the NHL this year. son and were 12-23-5 on the
"We didn't finish first and road. St. Louis is also better off
that's what hurts."
on familiar ice, sporting 23-13-4
If the Hawks aren't ready, marks at home, compared to
Pre-aseembled 8-ft. sections come ready to install.
they won't be around very long. 12-18-10 on the road.
Acrylic stain finish provides great weather-resistThe Bruins will see to that.
The Kings skated to their
ance. Ideal for privacy, security.
Boston, which finished 19 points best record ever this season,
behind Division 4-leading Buf- posting marks of 42-17-21.
Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Most Every Nerd
falo, also is trying to skate Coach Bob Pulford acknowledgPrices are Catalog l'rices
away from a disappointing ed that his team hasn't played
• Shipping, Installation Extra •Sale Ends May20
regular season.
well recently, recording just six
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Hack
The New York Rangers have victories in the team's last 14
been getting into, then getting games, but said, "I think we'll
SHOP AT SEARS.
NORM
•
out of the playoffs each of the be a different team in the playA N I) SAVE
last eight years. They haven't offs. This team, when motiwon the Stanley Cup since 1940 vated, plays very well."
SEARS, KOCK.(5 A51)(

Save 12% to 18% on Sears Best
Chain Link Fence Outfits

Save 15% to 25% on Redwood
Basketweave Fence Sections.

Sea
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PARKER FORD,Inc.
-'Spring Service Special'
EXPIRES APRIL 30th

ENGINE TUNE-UP
$324°

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
$105°

Fours,sixes and solid state ignition
EVEN I.FM
Installation of 8 Autolite spark plugs, Motorcraft point
set, Motorcraft condenser,and all labor

Check and,adjust caster, camber, and toe-in.
(trucks
slightly higher.)

AIR CONDITIONER
SERVICE
•

$950.
Clean condenser met adjust drive belts, tighten fn.--taws and cherkmateti? for leaks. kie4rHteraot extra, if
needed.

701 Main Street

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
SERVICE
$5"

Test starter:circuit, test _battery,. add._
- neressarji, %Spec( ItliaTilean
battery_terminals_lest-----volVigaYegariforanffilternator
-output, '.heck and adjust all drive belts.

Phone 753-5273

..-!--
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Robinson In FOurray
Jim D. Robinson, a candidate
for attorney general in the May
primary, brought his campaign
to Murray today.
Robinson, 35, began his
campaign in his native Western
Kentucky after resigning his
position as the assistant attorney general for the Department of Transportation.
Summarizing his campaign.
Robinson said, "I'm making

three promises I know I can
keep - to be honest in the appraisal of legal questions, to ,
administer the office of the attorney general efficiently and
to fulfill a need for two-way
communication with the people
of Kentucky and myself as
attorney general."
Robinson is also an accomplished farmer, bee keeper
and sportsman.

10NriiiircIALS
FOR THE ENTIRE MONTH OF APRIL

Opponents Of ERA Ask State
Legislators To Reverse Vote
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Opponents of the Equal Rights
Amendment(ERA) for women
have asked Kentucky legislators to reverse the approval
they gave It three years ago.
A group of women from western Kentucky asked the Interim
Legislative Committee on Elections.and Constitutional Amendments Monday to recommend
such action. The committee
lacked a quorum and so could
Peoples Bank of.Murray, Ky., Inc., hosted the dinner for the
take no action.
Young Adults Farmer Class on
Monday at Triangle Inn. Pictured, left to right, are Harvey Ellis, senior vice-president
And on another matter, some
of bank, H.
Glenn Doran, chief eliecutive officer and chairman of the
committee members talked of
board, bank, William M. Boyd,
president, bank, Carves Paschall, class president, Billy Adams, (lass vice-president,
censuring the Registry of ElecSherrill
Gargus, class secretary, Ray Brownfield, vice-president, bank, and lames Lawson,
tion Finance for refusing to enprincipal,
Murray Vocational Center.
force part of a 1974 election-finance law.
The women opposing the
ERA argued it would eliminate
protective labor laws for womMembers of the Young Aaults president, and H. Glenn Doran, 1-lamp W. Brooks, Glen Beach, en, no longer allow Congress to
Farmer Class, their wives, and chief .executive officer and Don C. Chapman, Charles exempt them from the Inilitary
guests, were entertained with a chairman of the board.
Coleman, L. D. Cook, Jr., Elvin draft and abolish the requiredinner at Triangle Inn 04
W. a Brooks, teacher of the Crouse, Danny Cunningham, ment.for mea to support their
Monday, April 7, at seven p. m. class which now meets at the Sherrill Gargus, Larry Gilbert, raTruffes.
by the Peoples Bank of Murray, Murray Area Vocational Frank Hill, Bun H. Hughes,
They also said it would make
Ky., Inc.
School, spoke of the class work Max Hughes, Jim Kelley, Gary it illegal to provide separate
Max Hughes, class president, and expressed appreciation to Key, Keith Letterman,, Phil restrooms, sleeping quarters
_
presided, and Dan Shipley, the Peoples Bank for sponsoring McCallon, Rob McCallon, and showers for men and wornclass member, gave -the in- the dinner. James Lawson,---Nelscm- Murdock, -Bobby en in schools, hospitals, prisons
vocation. Other officers this principal of the Vocational Outland, Dale Outland, Charles or other public buildings. And it
year were Carves Paschall, School, spoke briefly at the . Outland, Elvin Lee Parrish, would allow homosexuals to
vice-president, and Billy dinner.
Carves Paschall, David Riley, marry and adopt children, they
Adams, secretary.
Gifts were presented by the Charles Roberts, Gus Robert- added.
New officers elected for the bank to the members, their son, Jr, Franklin Rogers, Dan
State Rep. _Lloyd Clapp, Dcoming year were Carves- wives, and guests.
Shipley, Jim Stahler, Will Ed Wing°, the committee chairPaschall, president, Billy
Guests and officials present Stokes, Dan Winters, and man, said he knew several
Adams, vice-president, and were Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn --Dtrwin Weatherford.
groups shared the _women's
Sherrill-Gargus, secretary.
views and said he was certain
Doran, Mr. and Mrs. William
Ray'. "Brownfield, vice- __M. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
the bill they wanted would be
SPECIAL SPEAKERS
president of the bank, presided Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
introduced in the 1976 session.
Rev. and Mrs. George B.' -The 1972 Kentucky General
at the meeting and welcomed Brownfield, Mr. and Mrs.
the members and guests. Other James Lawson, Mr. and Mrs. Garden, retired missionaries to Assembly approved the conofficials of the bank present and W. H. Brooks, and Mr. and Mrs. India now living in Nashville, stitutional amendment to asTenn., will speak at the meeting sure equal rights for women.
making brief remarks were J. B. Burkeen.
William M. Boyd, president,
Class members are Billy of the Lynn Grove United Thirty-three other states have
Harvey ,Ellis, senior vice- Adams, Henry Armstrong, Methodist Church Women to be approved it so far as well, four
held Wednesday, April 9, at 9:30 short of the number needed to
a. m. at the Lynn Grove-Goshen put it into effect.
4'00 STOLE
$9LOMON WOULD
parsonage, 808 Minerva Place,
The idea of censuring the
THIS FROIATI4E
HAVE UNDERSTOOD!
Murray.
Registry of Election Finance
"50N6 OF
SOLOMON"
was raised by Rep. Nicholas
WOW CAMP
Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green, the
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of primary sponsor of the 1974 law
the World will meet Thursday, involved.
April 10, at seven p, m. at the
But the committee agreed
Woodmen Hall, according to with a suggestion by Sen. WalTreths-Seafort president. -- ---terMker;R-Glasgow, to invite

the registry-members to the statement for surbordinate
committee's next meeting to committees for all campaign
explain their position before contributors and expenditures.
considering whether to censure The registry said that conthgm.
flicted with another law requirThe registry first filed a suit ing each committee to report to
challenging parts of the 1974 the registry.
law. Then, when Franklin CirAnother provision involved
cuit Court dismissed the suit as requires each candidate to
"academic," the registry said name a bank as his primary
it would -not enforce certain campaign depository. Registry
provisions anyway.
members said no bank had to
One provision involved re- be named or even used but
quires political candidates to they would strongly urge that
have one central campaign funds be channeled through
committee file a consolidated
banks.

Farmer Class Group Hosted By Peoples Bank
$6.95
Parts Additional

Call 753-5782 for appointment

ATritaitliAW7Iffideis

utiiirseet
GULF SERVICE
LD. WORKIIIAN N.

It His Points

PH 753-5762

Behold,you are beautiful,
my love.
Your hair is like a flock
of goats moving dow'n
the slopes of(ilead.

SLUGGO --- WHAT

IS A GIRAFFE?
AN ANIMAL

I THINK ONE
MORE 2ECI5ION
WOULD DRIVE ‘1E
OFF THE 9EEP
END.'

BEETLE BAILEY

-NIA75 ALL.
I'VE DONE
TOPA'
!
,

Jaleaa Auriog

WANTED: AUTOMOTIVE
parts counter man. At
least five years experience. Salary open.
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

JACK AND JILL openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.
DON'T KNOW where to
turn? Try NEEDLINE.
Dial NEED 753-6333.

Help Wanted
Easy Moiling Work from yap,
Immo. Wit et high es $150.01
For Odom...time sood
stomp./ self-oddrossitil onvoispo to W0holoso1 bitorprito
210 Sth Aro. hoot 1102.AA
New York, N. Y 10010

THE PHANTOM

SAVE
Tune-ups our speciality.
Factory equipment and
factory
trained
mechanics at...
Hutson Texaco Service
1412W. Main St.
753-7780

TERRIFIEP BY THE
GUNFIRE„,A 504.INP
IT NEVER HEARD
BEFORE,,, THE
MONSTER PANICS-

HE DOESN'T LISTEN
TO STATISTICS
HE LIVES
T1-1EM

THAT'S 2920
HOURS A YEAR

▪m

z
co •
-

••••

6. Help Wanted

SEVEN MCRE D4Y5
0' STARVATION,
THEN nc CGMe...5
EiACK AN' WEI-145A momemr- o'
HAPF'INES5 AGIN'
r,1-fr as'

1V5
TH.GOOP
IS THAT 54-IE HAS
SEEN NAMED
AMBASSADOR

TO
FRAMKEN5L4N..

3. Card Of Thanks

Lona Mae Williams
Lola Willoughby

20. S

16' LO
Evim
firm.

1966.2
boat.
Will
fiberi
2495.

-

TWO
sail&
condi

35 ft.
house
motor
bath
condi
2479.

10 Per
new
Wurli
piano
showe
Music
Mum

NIL

Distr. by United Feature Svndicata. Inc

6. Help Wanted

q_e-

15. Articles For Sale

DOMESTIC HELP. Will
pay minimum wage. Must
tranfurnish
own
sportation. Call 753-1836.

12. Insurance

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

PART TIME office help.
Typing and shorthand
required. Apply to Box
574, Murray, giving age,
experience, marital
status, and education.

NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

THE FAMILY of Ovie DEPENDABLE HELP
needed, full time. Call for
Williams wishes to exappointment, at 753-7753.
press our sincere thanks
to our friends, neighbors
and relatives for every EXPERIENCED Electrical-Instrument
expession of sympathy
mechanic wanted for
and words of comfort
chemical plant mainexpressed during the
tenance. Excellent pay
illness and death of our
and fringe benefits, inloved one
cluding company paid
May we express our
health insura9e, life inappreciation to those who
surance, vacations,
sent food, and the lovely
pension plan. Applicant
floral arrangements
should have previous
We would like to thank
experience as electricalBro. Eura Mathis, and
instrument maintenance.
Bro. Gerald Owen, the
Send resume to VanSugar Creek Quartet, the
derbilt Chemical, Route 2,
Pallbearers, and The Max
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071
Churchill Funeral Home.
or phone Mr Gene Smith
May god comfort each of
502-751492E.
You in Y91Ar
_

imusgent_.._

MASS
tract
good
40-45
traile
cellei
2240.

22. M

LADIES' CLOTHING for
sale. Sizes 12, 14, and 16.
753-4768.
A GOOD buy...give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.

16. Home Furnishings
DAY BED, gcod condition.
Hide-a-Bed couch, and
chair. Boy's ten speed
bicycle. 753-2932.
BEAUTIFUL FOUR
cushion couch, floral
design, like new. 436-2495.
Can be seen at Crass
Furniture.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

PART TIME evenings, 6 to
9 p. m. three nights. Car
necessary. Call 753-4101
Saturday morning 9-12 a.
m. Evenings 6-9 p. m.

TH- ''MARY
..$HOW IS
/ OVER

bronze
43 Thoroughly
27 Cognizant
_utak
20 Newspapers, 46 Percussion
collectively
instruments
32 Nahoor
48 Railroad
sheep
,
50 Delirium tre3.4' Dine
mans labbr
35 Remained at
53 Remuneration
ease
54
Tibetan
36 Chant
gazelle
38 Meter
Symbol for
56
4p Checked
iron
41 Plays
57 Pianissimo
uku.ele
Jebbr:1_.

--

6 Help Wanted

uaa s2uim

1951
tract
disc
equi
ditiol
1930.

31

2. Notice

pazpotonv

19. F

Answer to Yesterday s

Crossword Puzzler
Puzzle
WEAW u0WET:3 WEILA
MOO MODET4 qUN
DOW MODIWA
Ugg 211-i001.7
MIMI MA@ 0140101
WA UMA fDRIMUO
Wag@ OUGIOg
Onalal alunenu
n000 ity3u UW.A6
:1MM
ramn MOM RI,X9
M3A TOOMPO
8 aqM PANNQ

ACROSS
sight
60 Cushions
1 Barracuda
5 Plumlike
DOWN
fruit
1 Posture
9 Decay
2 Punctuation
12 Tissue
'mark
13 Rudely
3 Antlered
concise
animal
14 New Deal
4 Symbol for
agency
tantalum
Dent 1
nWbrtilTpsS
15 Wooden
-*How
vessel
8 Move clum16 Domesticate
sily
17 Son of
7 Native metal
Adam
8t
_at in con18 Symbol for
junction
nickel
- 9 Mechanical
'IS - TOOThed
- man
instrument
10 Musical
20 Breathe
dramas
loudly in
1 1 Netp_rAl,gift_
steep
T6 Preposition
21 Uncon17 Indefinite
sciousness
article
23 Fuel
19 Ship of the
25 Sunburn
desert
26 Dropsy
20 Blemish
28 Harvest
22 Males
30 Saint
24 Roman
labbr )
Tidings
33 Father
--35 A state
(abbr )
37 Path
39 Approaches
42 Goal
44 Tolled
46 Let it stand
47 Retail establishment
49 Dettres
51 Negative
prefix
52 Journey
53 Liquid
measure
54 African antelope
55 Abstract
being
56 Long tooth
57 Verse
58 River in
Scotland
59 Organs of

igleiz2istst CLASSIFIED ADS!

SPELL THE
WORD AND
TELL US
WHAT A
GIRAFFE
-(LOOKS LIKE

DECIEtON6!
2EC1410N5,/
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THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
The sooner you call,
the sooner you save

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14. Want To Buy

18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut console-in like new condition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 7533316 anytime.

USED FILE cabinet. Call
19. Farm Equipment
753-4085.
USED Or'FICE desks and
chairs, filing cabinets,
electric adding machine
and electric typwriter.
577-9981

LARGE FARM. Row crop
or _cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 7532211,Tripp Williams
Beaky.
WANT TO Buy: Youth bed.
Call 753-0534 anytime.

sales position, can 901.642-2479.

0E:

AIR-COI
differe
pumps

FIREWI
deliver
PREST
clean,
Made
Just al
Murra
pany,
FENCE
and 60
on sale
30th. C
753-231
INSULA
your al
install
heatin
conditi
Larry
free e
CLEAN
easy
Lustre
shamp
Auto, I
Well G

L. „
PLAN T:
tom at
mango
Azalia
Sawmi
post,
Sawmil

wit!
It
you

11' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314785-0700.
TRACTOR PLOWS. Ford 3
bottom 14". _Almost new.Call 489-2525.

Gott
:
, FORD -3.00

- raft -,i- ftrAtfir. good

PIANO
and r
service
for sa:
8911.

Help
high
from
chon
for $1

-tractor,

iffrErrertrtrry--6t .-417fpw
-7-13fk.-litiifitieff,"
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.

grader blade. Call 753-

wet

7370.

So.46

11.-

MISM-4
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bordinate
:ampaign
mditures.
hat conw requirreport to

19. Farm Equipment
1951 FORD red.__ belly
tractor with, plow and
disc.
Tractor
ind
equipment in fine condition. 753-4342 or 7531930.

involved
lidate to
primary
Registry
ik had to
used but
urge that
through

MASSEY
FERGUSON
tractor 35, gocIti tires,
good condition. Nine pigs,
40-45 lbs. 171
/
2 camper
trailer, sleeps six, excellent condition. Call 4362240.

erday s

01400
'ElaJU21
!OCIEJ
'SHOW
II1213
/JS

uwo

Droughty
tit
'cussion
Iruments
lroad
Dr,)
Irivm tretabbr
nuneration
elan
'e lie
nbol for
:_rtrirno

24. Miscellaneous
SET OF mechanic tools
with roll around cabinet.
Fold down camper, sleeps
eight. Antique round
marble top table 436-2587,

EXCELLENT TOMATO
plants, top varieties, 1403
Sycamore, Murray.

32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
THREE
room apartment adjoining college campus.
No pets or children. For
information call 733-3264.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, large kitchen,
living
room-bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

DATSUN PICKUP factory
air-conditioner, $360
installed. Call 436-2174

PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674.

11167 Dodge pickup with
maintenance bed. Phone
B. Dill, 753-1551.

NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks.
See
James
Hamilton. 753-8500,

51. Services Offered

WILL FILL out income tax
reports. T. W. Crawford,
attorney. 1102__ Olive_
Street. 753-1690.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

.1970 CHEVROLET Impala,
green with black vinyl
26. TV -Radio
top, four door, factory air
PARTIALLY
FURSPRING SPECIALS -Oneand power. $1,000. See
NISHED
duplex
apart20 Sports Equipment
third to 17 acres. John C.
REALISTIC Hand-held CB
Dan Shipley or call 753- ROY HARMON'S Carment, three miles east of
transceiver with channels
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
2878 or 753-4751.
penter Shop ( old ice GARDEN BREAKING and
Murray
. Deposit
16' LONESTAR, 35 H. P.
1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six
Rodgers, Associate.
discing, bushhogging. See
required.
Complete
plant).
Call
753-6231.
Evinrude, trailer. $500.
channels. 753-8046.
Office 753-0101, home 7531972 MONTE CARLO, remodeling and repairs,
Louis Brown at Dill's
firm. Call 753-1701.
7116.
TWO BEDROOM apartbucket seats, power
Trailer Court, Trailer 8,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
27. Mobile Home Sales
ment, furnished or un.winhows, AM-FM radio,
or Route 7, Box 17, High- formica work, finish
1966 26' Century hardtop
furnished. Call 753-4331. THE QUALIFIED pergood condition. 753-9328. earven_ty. contracting.
way 94 West. If not home.
"60
wHal.YRE61DE.Sri_VoR-9-MA9E---Ii4Ebat. Loaded. $4500. or SELLORTRAD
E -10 x 50
sonnel at _Guy -Spews
_M0=153teammate
753-07904124
or
.
12
_
• MU trade for triilahle
- •
•
-.
4
"
two bedroom Star. Front FURNiSHED
Realty are waiting to talk
APARTfiberglass with I-0. 436•
kitchen, carpeted, storm
1970 RED MAVERICK
MENTS-studio. One or
to you regarding your real
ELECTROLUX SALES &
2495.
two bedrooms. Zimwindows, house type
Grabber, three speed, six
estate needs. Our time is 46. Homes For Sale
Service Write C. M.
46. Homes For Sale
EXPERIE
NCED
furniture including hidemerman - - Apartments,
cylinder.
$900. See at
your time. Give 'us a call
Sanders, Box 213 Murray.
ROOFER
will
do
buildrup
a-bed couch. Extra neat.
South 16th Street. 753Southside IGA 753-0974.
TWO _ MAN fiberglass
or drop by the office at 901_
or call 1382-2468,_Far,
-Maw NICE TWO bdi house
roofing
and
WSW:
527:9981.
sailboat with trailet; good
Sycamore Street, 753mington.
bedroom'
brick
onap.
proofing.
at
Free
estimate.
1416
Vine, ideal for
condition. 753-9884.
7724.
WELL
FURNISH
proidinatet
ED.
1303
y_ 120' x 150' • young couple or elderly 1970 JEEP CJ-5, AM-F
Will also mow lawns. 75312 x 60 TWO bedroom, two
m,
Chestnut.
CARPENTRY
lot, with lovely landL-shaped
WORK.
4465.
couple. 753-9761.
full baths, all electric,
air, wide wheels, roll bar,
WATERFRONT
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN
LOT
living-dining room, kitRemodeling, room ad
scaping, located at 1617
1966 Jeep C,1-5, four
underpinned, set up in
(South two-thirds lot No.
houseboat, steel hull, two
chen, hall, two large
ditions, any type of home
Kirkwood. Has large 47. Motorcycle
MOWING.
Stella Trailer Court. 753cylinder, cloth top: 753- LAWN
36) on Kentucky Lake in
motors, 5 KW generator,
s
closets, bath, bedroom,
improvements. Free
kitchen with built-ins,
Dependable and reliable.
8548.
5644.
Keniana Lake Shore
bath with shower, aircarpet, insulated drapes,
estimates. 436-5840.
also large living room- HONDA 50, 1972. Top
Call 753-0126 or 767-2554.
cond4ioner. $3500. 382Subdivision:$6,995. Phone
adjoins
college.
shape.
753-8648.
dining
Call
area,
bath,
utility
753-4647,
'FOR RETIREES, a place 1965 FORD.automatic.air- Indianapolis, 317-897-2051
,.
2479.
_
ALIIMINUM SERVICE room, and lots of storage
in the sun, on lake for
conditioned,
power
or 356-4469.
CO.-Siding, carports,
TWO
GENER
CONSelling
price
AL
$28,500.
BEDROOM
Call
garage
fishing, boating. Nice 60'
MONTGOMERY
steering, good condition.
WARD
22 Musical
pittf6 covers.
TRACTORS. Storage
for appointment. 753-8432.
apartment, six miles east TWO NICE
three
two bedroom mobile
wheeler,
$350.
Call
terrain
all
753-1775.
adjoining lots
Will
Bailey,
Ed
sheds
492-8897 or
up
12
of
to
x
30,
lake
Murray.
Garden
vehicle.
home.
Call 436-5838
Has air, furnished,
on Lake Shore Drive in
10 Percent above cost on
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
' cabins 24 x 24, gravel
privilege, lawn mowed by
large screen room. Owner
1965
Pine
VOLKSWA
Bluff
GEN, $225.
Shores. $3500.
new
shipment
of
hauling and driveways.
owner. 753-5733.
will finance or swap onto
Cash or terms. Call 436- THREE BEDROOM brick, 1972 HONDA 350. 4952
Call 474-2279 after 4 p. m.
Wurlitzer organs and
EMPTOR"
South of Murray to Paris "CAVEAT
11
/
2 baths, central heat
older
home
near
campus.
2293
miles.
or
write
Cover
B.
D.
Young,
and to
pianos during April
Licensed Skipper will
Landing. Lakeland
LARGE
UPSTAIRS
furcarpet,
air,
and
Write
W.
F. Barnett,_3362
helmets included. 74-6855 TRIUMPH
Boutin, Kentucky 42046.
--shower -of values. J & R
help you commission the
250 Sports car.
Construction. 436-2505.
patio, double car garage
Dale, Leesburg, Florida, -ntstred- ap'a'rtment,
after 5 p.m.
. Music, Chestnut Street,
"right"
sailboat. For
Perfect
condition.
Must
private entrance, central
and beauty shop. Large
for details.
Murray.
sailing charter and insell. 436-2580.
gas heat, air-conditioned, WILSON INSURANCE,
SPRAY
PAINTIN
acre lot, well landscaped, 48. Autcmotive
G,
Service
Real Estate, and Auction
struction, call Ben Arm$120 per month. No pets.
commercial, residential.
and garden. Four miles
1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom,
at
strong. 436-2174
202
South
4th
Street,
753-1203
or
753-1790.
50.
Free
estimates.
Call
753Campers
north
of 641. Call 753-0099 __FOUR
carpet throughout,
NEW Cragar mags,
invites you to call 753-3263
OPINING FOR
7%5.
for appointment.
central air and heat, 11
/
2
fit any 13 inch wheel. And CAMPING
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
TRAILER,
ROOM, unBREAK AND DISC garbath, large shed, washer THREE
MUSIC LESSONS
_
Gillette,
new
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
raised white
good shape, $325. Call 435furnished apartment,
dens. Call Amos Hill, 753and dryer, underpinned.
letter tires. Trailer hitch
753-7575
real estate.
4497 or 435-4526.
close to town, private
5737.
Professional
Che'ap! 753-7609
unit
to
Toyota,
fit
Cellica
entrance. Lights, water,
J B Music
753-4002 evenings or 762Carpet
and telephone furnished. 46 Homes For Sale
BEAUTIFY YOUR home
13' SCOTTY
12 x 603 bedroom, 144.bilth,
Travel
_6851 days.Arditfor Bill.
Elderly
couple
Cleaning
preferred.
by painting. Call a
Trailer,
easily
towed
underpinni
by
ng,
ready:
id
- -7634173.--------3 Bedroom brick, den
PIANO TUNING,-repair
NEW THREE bedroom,
professional painter
small car. Excellent
180 degree steam
move in. Excellent
and
kitchen,
and rebuilding, prompt
49.
Used
living'
Cars
& Trucks
two bath, den, heat and
who's fully equipped. Call
condition. 247-3541 after 4
cleaning, specialize in
condition. Call or see t) MURRAY MANOR - All
room, 2 baths, large
service. Rebuilt pianos
,.
air, in Sherwood Forest.
489-2287 after 5 p.m.
p.
stain;
m.
(Ink,
paint
and
B.
Dill
753-1551.
1973 CHEVROLET Pickup
walk-in closet, large
new, all electric, unfor sale. Ben Dyer 753Call collect, Paducah, 443grease)
recreation
Custom
room,
10,
power
furnished,
double
8911.
one and two
2189 after 5 p. m.
SHIR-CAR WELDING:
carport, istorage
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
steering and brakes, air, CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
bedroom apartments.
Can
Coachman, Trail Star,
building, 1 acfe lot. betSmall
automatic. 753-4095.
electric, central airbut
One
efficient
Duiguid
Road,
just
24. Miscellaneous
Tim Sigman
Fold down, unique, Good
REDUCED FOR quick
ween Kirksey and
fabrication or repair.
conditioning and heating.
off 641 North. 753-8668.
sale, waterfront lot. YearStella. $35,000.00. For in1
2 mile east
used trailers, /
Now is the time to
753-0934
$3000 or best offer, See at
1971 FORD one ton dump
AIR-COMPRESSORS,
4
5
round home. Central heat
of 68 and 641 intersection.
formation 489-2324.
prepare
for spring. Free
No. 31 Grogan Mobile 34 Houses For Rent
truck. Call 753-7370.
different sizes. Also gas
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
and air with drive-in
estimates. Pick up and
Homes (highway 94).
NEED A NEW roof?
pumps. Call 489-2490.
527-7807.
basement. 436-5332.
delivery on request.
three
LARGE TWO bedroom
OWNER:
BY
Quality work at an honest
1972
CHEYANN
E
Pickup,
living
29. Mobile Home Rentals
house with den on 11
with
/
2
bedroom
low price. Free estimate. Satisfaction guaranteed.
51. Services Offered
power steering, brakes
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
Call 753-0866.
acres. Central heat and
room,family room; utility
Call 438-.5574.
BY OWNER - Three
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
delivered. 753-0271.
and
conditioni
air
ng,
under
acres
air. Off 94 East(two miles
room.
Two
bedroom,
newly
hbmes, central heating,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call D. C.'S ROOFING-new
from Murray square).
grass. Outbuildings.
DEPENDABLE
redocrated inside and out,
HIGH 54. Free Column
water and garbage pickup., Available
PRESTO LOGS, burns
436-2584.
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
June
1.
Occupy June 15-20. 753School boy wants lawns to"
new carpeting, on acre
furnished. Located 11
clean, leaves no ashes.
/
2
_work guaranteed. 437WANTED: GOOD home
References and lease
9438.
mow. Call 753-6020.
lot. One car garage. Two
mile east of Murray. Will
Made from real wood.
INTERNATIONAL-4760.
1964
for English Setter Dog.
required. 753-5672.
miles from Murray. Call
be available third week in
Just add paper and light.
Travelall. Four wheel
Call 753-7271.
THE OLDE Shoppe, 1301
for appointment. Call 753April. Call 753-8835 for
Murray Lumber Comdrive. Good condition.
THREE BEDRoOM brick
4931.
Main.
April
Special
THREE ROOM house in
20
GET YOUR lawn mowers
appointment.
pany, 104 Maple Street.
$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. ni.
on Melrose. extra nice
per cent off any piece to TWO SIX month old black
country. Call 753-5942
repaired now in time for
John
Randolph
and
neat.
be
stripped. 753-8240.
before
9
p.m.
BY OWNER: Brick three
spring. Fix mowers, rotoand white kittens. Call
FENCE SALE. Sears 48" FOX MEADOWS and
Realty & Auction Com- 1965 DODGE pickup, $450.
bedroom,
tillers,
753-6085.
and
two
small
bath,
engines.
Coach Estates mobile
and 60- chain link fence
Call 753-0619.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
pany, 753-8382.
HOUSE AT 407 South 11th,
central heat and air436-5525.
home
parks,
exclusive
on sale now through April4
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m.
two bedroom. Available
conditioning. Large
30th. Call Larry Lyles all residential area, swimNEW TWO bedroom frame 1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low
at
once,
$100
WINDOW
month.
per
CLEANIN
G
and
family
FREE TO good home+Toy
r0Orll
with
ming pool. Families only.
753-2310 for free estimate.
home almost completed
mileage, two door, extra
Call Bob Miller, 753-2920.
carpet cleaning service. SMALL DOZER jobs.
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
Collie, has had all shots,
753-3855.
at Baywood Vista, carsharp, astro wheels,
12 years experience. Free
see at 800 North 20th St
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
good with children. Call
INSULATION BLOWN in
peted, sun deck, b.2
loaded. 753-5532.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
estimates. Call 753-3351.
753.4553 after 4 p.m.
TWO
BEDROO
M,
air
your attic by Sears expert
basement, electric heat.
$200 per month. John
conditioned, one mile out
installers. Helps lower
Call and see this one 1966 FORD
FOR SALE: Ten room
Randolph
Realty
&
FAIRLANE WILL DO garden breaking.
of city limits on 121 South,
heating
today at only $14,500. at
and
airhouse in Canterbury
Auction, 753-8382.
500. 289 engines one
Call Terry Morgan, 753$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
conditioning costs. Call
Moffitt Realty. 206 South
Estates, 1512 Oxford
owner, factory air,
2632. •
Call
753-6649.
If
no
an12th Street, 753-3597.
Larry Lyles at Sears for
Drive. Four bedrooms,
automatic, good conditon,
36. For Rent Or Lease
Wills RI lip
swer, call 753-3175.
free estimate. 753-2310.
living room, formal
low mileage. See at 230
15
r.°1
EXTRA
NICE
Cars, Pickups or Vans
dining room with two
two
ELECSouth 15th, or call 753- LICENSED
-FOR
RENT
31. Want To Rent
bedroom home in Up-top
TRICIAN- Prompt,
CLEAN RUGS,like new,so
Private lot on Roberts built-in corner cabinets,
8186.
condition, has new vinyl
efficient service. No job
easy to do with Blue YOUNG COUPLE looking
Estate, 100 z 200 ft. $30 per fully equipped, paneled
At
siding, new carpet, all
too small. Call Ernest
kitchen,
large
utility
Lustre. Rent electric
1973 GMC Sprint El
month. Hook-up for
for place to rent in
newly
decorated,
White.
room
753-0605.
with cabinets.
drapes, Camino, full power and
shampooer $1 Western
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
country, not more than 10
with 1.2 acres of ground,
spacious foyer, family
Auto, home of "Wishing
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
miles from Murray. 753air, 350 engine, AM & FM
located about two miles
room with fireplace, den,
Well Gift Shop."
radio, with wood grain. EXPERIENCED
4917.
PAINnorth of Murray on 641.
21
/
2 baths, garage with
Real sharp. $2700. Call
37. Livestock - Supplies
TER will do interior or
Next To Holiday Inn
Priced only $17,500. Call
auto door opener, central
753-8397
PLANTS FOR sale- 32. Apartments For Rent
exterior
work
by
hour
the
Moffitt
Realty,
206 South
air, gas furnace, inPUREBRED CHAROLIAS
tomatoes,
peppers,
or job. 435-4480.
12th Street, 753-3597.
tercom,
recently
FURNISHED
APARTbulls for sale. Robert H.
marigolds, petunias, etc.
1968
GREEN
Impala
redecorated and recarMENT, three rooms,
Smith Charolias Farm,
Azalia and other shrubs.
HUTCHENS'
Chevrolet, power JOHN
ATTENTION FARMERS
peted throughout. Price- BY OWNER: Brick 11
/
2
bath, private entrance.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426.
Sawmill lumber, comPlumbing
and Electric
steering,
brakes,
has
air
story
home,
two
$52,500.
Call 753-6883 for
blocks
Garage
desired.
if
Prefer
post, at Old Murray
Repair Service. No jobs
and is in good condition.
from MSU, extensively
appointment.
Taylor Seed Co. has a good supply of high quality
one person. 753-1293.
Sawmill, 753-4147.
38. Pets - Supplies
too small. 436-5642
Phone 753-5754,
remodeled, featuring
& high germ row crop seeds. Golden Harvest Seed
anytime during day.
original tongue and
Corn & Certified Soybean Seed. Varieties
PARADISE
KENNELS.
groove paneling, three 1971 SUPER BEETLE VW,
Towering pines provide cool
are...Essex
Attention Farmers
, Forrest, York, Cutler 71, Williams
BUSHHOG
Boarding and grooming.
GING,
PLOWbedrooms, l'? bath, sun
shade us the Imps front mord of
We also have Attrex 80W and other herbicides
$1050. 753-1497 7:30 a. m.Pick up and delivery
landscapin
gravel
ING,
g,
1 We have your Stuns Hybird field corn seed
this 2 bedroom home located
porch, basement and
2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p. m.service now available.
hauling. Mrytle Brennorthwest of city. This S Imre
with a 94% germination.
garage. Call 753-9545.
midnight.
Call 743-4106.
misti-ferm cam by years.
neman, Pottertown Road,
Phone 753-5742
It 'is a leading Kentucky hybirdi We ask that
NEW HOME for sale in
436-2540.
you try it for top yields.
3 miles west of Murray on Hwy.94
*stoked in the trims is this 3
Gatesboroughsti 11
/
2story, 1974 FORD pick-up truck, WILL REPAIR guns,
41. Public Sales
or old
bedroom, 1' bath, brick top
Ellis Popcorn Co.
contemporary styled.
automatic,
power
custom,
rituality new
clocks.
ksting-U-shoped
All
work
Foie bedrooms, three
steering and brakes, V-8.
MOVING SALE: Must sell
kitchen adjacent to formal
Wiswill Road
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
baths. Many extras in
Low mileage Bought
everything. Vinyl recliner
awing area
stone fireplace
James Buchanan.
unheard of price, ender
house including cathedral
new, new tires, spare
chair, dining table end
ce
ili
S30,000
ng,
balcony, central
never been on ground
chairs, Colonial bedroom
CIAYTON'S PAINTING
vacuum and intercom.
Phone 763-5060 after 5:00
suite, portable television,
CO. Interior and exterior.
Simian 4 bean's'', Inert, hoe..
Call 753-9208
p.m.
room size rug. G.E
Commercial
and
erceptionaNy nice residentiol
Help secure your mobile home against
refrigerator. Come see at
residential. Quality work,
wee with S fireplaces, formal
high winds with a tie down anchor kit
1621 Hamilton or call 753dining roost' plus odiocest
MUST SELL: 1970 1-Bird,
reasonably priced. For
rogue property with income of
0209.
from Quality Service Co. 3 bands, 6 anbrown with white vinyl
free estimate, call 437S370 Per Prievrtlt. Owner will
For Sale
top. Good shape. 753.8280
4790 or 437-412. •
chors, 6 brackets, completely installed
finance
tARPORT SALE, Wedafter
5
Owner
By
$125.00).
(Regula
CVO.
Wiser
r price
for
Real
nesday, 9 a.m. at 1621
WILL DO babysitting in
Wahl
3 bedroom brick-venee'r
April 7-12
Hamilton. Moving-selling
Pb...753-32103
rily home in Kirksey area.
house near Coldwater,' TRUCK BEDS. Grain
everything. 753-0209.
4111.11MMENIMINIIIM
Cal 489-2436..
itucks. 460 IH tractor:
living fo7JM.' dttilni.7
,...fatcheis--12474Ivaair---4225.r MC with
_
VT"' friVNEltf -TTnert
completely carpeted,
bed and winch. 1T73 GMC GUTTERING -SEARS all
YARD SALE-Friday and
bedroom, two bath,
502 Maple Street
conditioned
aluminum seamless
air
. electric
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
Saturday
8-5.
910
especially
nice
for
carpOrt.
laundry,
heat,
gutters
with
baked
on
Grand
pickup.
Prix
1974
Sycamore. In case of rainchildren. See at 812
Cal 752-0550 or 419-2114 after
white or colored enamel.
Phone 753-9290
SS. May see at Ashland
So. 4th & Elm Street
will be following Friday
Bagwell Blvd. Please call
COO p.m. DA fo; Jerry.
Call Larry I,yles at 753Station in ('oldwater.
and Saturday.
753-9901 for showing.
2310 for free estimate.
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895

For Sale

BING for
4, and 16.

/e it a try.
krnerica's
shampoo.
ShoPPing

condition.
uch, and
en speed
!.

FOUR
1, floral
. 436-2495
at Crass

Wash & Wax

ners

r at Kirby
you can
old Kirby
Trade-ins
are worth
in and see
Sales 8t
Maple

AMOCO'

Murray \III% Amoco

ineS

& Sew, in
iut coniew con1 bobbin,
ed. Pay
or E-Z
ye home
call 753-

ent

with two
170

7E posts.
rn poles •
5s and
Aar Bluff
ghway 60
i5 or 314-

!Hurricane Sale Special!

'-tractar

Call 7531

Salesman
Position Available
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S. Ford 3
lost new:-

--- •-- Oily-
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Quality Servic
Company
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Donald R. Tucker
Realtor
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Robinson In Murray
Jim D. Robinson, a candidate
for attorney general in the May
primary, brought his campaign
to Murray today.
Robinson, 35, began his
campaign in his native Western
Kentucky after_ resigning his
position as the assistant attorney general for the Department of Transportation.
Summarizing his campaign,
Robinson said, "I'm making

Opponents Of ERA Ask State
Legislators To Reverse Vote

three promises I know I can
keep - to be honest in the appraisal of legal questions, to
administer the office of the
attorney general efficiently and
to fulfill a need for two-way
communication with the people
of Kentucky and myself as
attorney general."
Robinson is also an accomplished farmer, bee keeper
and sportsman.
••••

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc., hosted the dinner for the Young Adults Farmer Class on
Monday at Triangle Inn. Pictured, left to right, are Harvey Ellis, senior vice-president of bank, H./
Glenn Doran, chief executive officer and chairman of the board, bank, William M. Boyd,
president, bank, Carves Paschall, class president, Billy Adams, class vice-president, Sherrill
Gargus, clasr secretary, Ray Brownfield, vice-president, bank, and fames Lawson, principal,
Murray Vocational Center.

FOR THE ENTIRE MONTH OF APRIL

Farmer Class Group Hosted By Peoples Bank
$6.95
PartsAitioaal

Call 753-5782 for appointment

.411 Wakes 1nd Models

UNIVERSITY
GULF SERVICE
at flys Polite

LD. WORKMAN Malt

753-5782

Behold,you are beautiful,
my love.
Your hair is like a flock
of goats moving down_
the slopes of-Gilead.

SLUGGO

is

WHAT
A GIRAFFE

_

AN ANIMAL

z

z --aravky v

Members of the Young Adults president, and H. Glenn Doran, Ramp W. Brooks, Glen Beach,
Farmer Class, their wives, and chief executive officer and Don C. Chapman, Charles
guests, were entertained with a chairman of the board.
Coleman, L. D. Cook, Jr., Elvin
dinner at Triangle Inn -on - W. H. Bronts, teacher of the Crouse, Danny Cunningham,
Monday, April 7, at seven p..m _class which now meets at the Sherrill-Gargus, Larry Gilbert,
by the Peoples Bank of-Murrar--'Murray - Are
Vocational - FraTilt'MI, Bun H. Hughes,
Ky., Inc.
School, spoke of the class work Max Hughes, Jim Kelley, Gary
Max Hughes, class president, and expressed appreciation to Key, Keith Letterman, Phil
presided, and Dan Shipley, the Peoples Bank for sponsoring McCallon, Rob McCallon,
class member; gave the. in- the dinner. James Lawson,- Nelson
Murdock, Bobby
vocation. : Other officers this principal of the Vocationar Outland, Dale Outland, Charles
year were Carves Paschall, School, spoke briefly at the Outland, Elvin Lee Parrish,
vice-president, and Billy dinner.
Carves Paschall, David Riley,
Adams, secretary.
Gifts were presented by the
Charles Roberts, Gus RobertNew officers elected for the bank to the members, their son, Jr., Franklin Rogers, Dan
coming year were Carves wives, and guests.
Shipley, Jim Stahler, Will Ed
Paschall, president, Billy
Guests and officials present Stakes, Dan Winters, and
Adams, vice-president, and were Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn
Darwin Weatherford.
Sherrill Gargus, secretary.
Doran, Mr. and Mrs. WilliamRay
Brownfield,
vice- M. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
SPECIAL SPEAKERS
- president of the bank, presided Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Rev. and Mrs. George B.
at the meeting and welcomed Brownfield, Mr. and Mrs.
the member's and guests. Other James Lawson, Mr. and Mrs. Garden, retired missionaries to
officials of the bank present and W. H. Brooks, and Mr. and Mrs. India now living in Nashville,
Tenn., will speak at the meeting
making brief remarks were J. B. Burkeen.
of the Lynn Grove United
William M. Boyd, president,
Class members are Billy
Harvey Ellis, senior vice:. Adarils, Henry._ ALM1110111g., Methodist Church Women to be
held Wednesday, April 9, at 9:30
a m at the Lynn Grove-Goshen
!;
.5_0LOMON WOULD
q01.) STOLE
parsonage, 8138 Minerva Place,
31
TH15 FROM TwE
HAVE UNDERSTOOD!)
Murray.
"SON6 OF
ce?
SOLOMON"
WOW CAMP
-Camp,592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet Thursday,
April 10, at seven p. m. at the
Woodmen Hall, according to
Trellis Seaford, president.

(

SPELL THE
WORD AND
TELL US
WHAT A
GIRAFFE
LOOKS LIKE

--ik

Z

drew'

alliletstsI

APO

Non

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Opponents of the Equal Rights
Amendment(ERA) for women
have asked Kentucky legislators to reverse the 'approval
they gave it three years ago.
A group of women from western Kentucky asked the Interim
Legislative Committee on Elections.and Constitutional Amendments Monday to recommend
such aCtion. The committee
lacked a quorum and so could
take no action.
And on another matter, some
committee members talked of
censuring the Registry of Election Finance for refusing to enforce part of a 1974 election-finance law.
The women opposing the
ERA argued it would eliminate
protective labor laws for women, no longer allow Congress to
exempt them from the military
draft and abolish the requirement for men to support their
families.
• They also said it would matte
it illegal to provide separate
resfrooms, sleeping quarters
and showers for men and women in schools, hospitals, prisons
or other public buildings. And it
would allow homosexuals to
marry and adopt children, they
added.
State Rep. -Lloyd Clapp, DWingo, the committee chairman, said he knew several
groups shared the women's
views_ and said he was certain
the bill they wanted would be
introduced in the 1976 session.
The 1972 Kentucky General
Assembly approved the constitutional amendment to assure equal rights for women.
Thirty-three other states have
approved it so far as well, four
short of the number needed to
put it into effect.
The idea of censuring the
Registry of Election Finance
was raised by Rep. Nicholas
Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green, the
primary sponsor of the 1974 law
involved.
But the committee agreed
with a suggestion by Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, to invite
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DON'T KNOW where to
turn? Try NEEDLINE.
Dial NEED 753-6333.

4-6
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WANTED: AUTOMOTIVE
parts counter man. At
least five years experience. Salary open.
-Send complete resume
with full references to
- Post Office Box 76,
----Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

JACK AND JILL
openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.

OFF TI-4E PEEP
END.'

Answer to Yesterday s
Puzzle
ACROSS
sight
WEAW UUJ
M
W as
60 Cushions
1 Barracuda
1100 EMMA AL-AA
DOWN
5 Plumlike
M0010ca
fruit
1 Posture
9 Decay
2 Punctuation
12 Tissue
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'mark
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animal
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14 New Deal
4 Symbol for
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U00
0
(init I
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17 Son of
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Adam
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8 Latatcon----18 Symbol '
tCir
Junction
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43 Thoroughly
,
nickel
9 MeOhenical 27 Cognizant
_ soak
--TS Toothed
' man
29 Newspapers, 45 Percussion
instrument
10 Musical
collectively
instruments
20 Breathe
32 Nahoo r
dramas
48 Railroad
loudly in
Natural gift
sheep
(abbe I
sleep
50 Delirium Ire16 Preposition 34 Dine
21 Unconmans fabbr
17 Indefinite
35
e
at
5
3
4 R
Te
ioe
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tanheration
sciousness
article
ease
23 Fuel
19 Ship of the
36 Chant
ei for
g
s
a
ello
25 Sunburn
38 Meter
desert
26 Dropsy
40 Checked
20 Blemish
iron
28 Harvest
41 Plays
22 Males
57 Pianissimo
30 Saint
24 Roman
ukulele
labbr1
labbri
31 Itel4ngs
33 Father
35 A state
(abbr)
37 Path
39 Approaches
42 Goal
44 Tolled
20
46 Let it stand
47 Retail establishment
49 Deities
51 Negative
prefix
52 Journey
53 Liquid
measure
54 African antelope
55 Abstract
being
56 Long tooth
57 Verse
58 River in
Scotland
59 Organs of

6 Help Wanted

Jait'aci Autloia

MI\

Ociaz

Help Wanted
May Means Work frees your
Yew& Earn es high es $150.00
Weekly. for esienwetiee seed
st•wp•d ,.If-addressed envelope to wArliwassa Enterprise
210 SA Ave. loom 11024A
New Teri, N.Y. 10010

SAVE

PHANT

pmfiriffir

Tune-ups our speciality.
Factory equipment, and
factory
trained
mechanics at...

NPRUNS
WC-PLY.„

TERRIFiEl2 BY THE
GUNFIRE...A SOUNIP
IT NEVER HEARP
BEFORE.„ THE
MON5TER PANICS...

Hutson Texaco Service
1412W. Main St.
753-7780
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C:0 YOU REALIZE
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6. Help Wanted
DOMESTIC HELP. Will
pay minimum wage. Must
tranfurnish
own
sportation. Call 753-1836.

12. Insurance

If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

15. Articles For Sale
LADIES' CLOTHING for
sale. Sizes 12, 14, and 16.
753-4788.
_
A GOOD buy...give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.

16. Home Furnishings
DAY BED, good condition.
Hide-a-Bed couch, and
chair. Boy's ten speed
bicycle. 753-2932.
BEAUTIFUL
FOUR
cushion couch, floral
design, like new. 436-2495.
Can be seen at Crass
Furniture,

17. Vacuum Cleaners
PART TIME office help.
Typing and shorthand
required. Apply to Box
574, Murray, giving age,
experience, marital
status, and education.
PART TIME evenings, 6 to
9 p. m. three nights. Car
necessary. Call 753-4101
Saturday morning 9-12 a.
m. Evenings 6-9 p. m.
_
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

110

)

statement for surbordinate
committees for all campaign
contributors and expenditures.
The registry said that conflicted with another law requiring each committee to report to
the registry.
Another provision involved
requires each candidate to
name a bank as his primary
campaign depository. Registry
members said no hank-had-re
be named or even used but
they would strongly- urge that
funds be channeled through
banks.

CLASSIFIED ADS!

2. Notice

441

the registry-members to the
committee's next meeting to
explain their position before
considering whether to censure
them.
The registry first filed a suit
challenging parts of the. 1974_
law. Then, when Franklin Circuit Court disrnisrsed the suit as
"academic," the registry said
it would not enforce certain
provisions anyway.
One provision involved requires political candidates to
have one central campaign
committee file a consolidated
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THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
The sooner you call.
the sooner you save

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

THE FAMILY of Ovie DEPENDABLE HELP
needed, full time. Call for
Williams wishes to exappointment, at 753-7753.
14. Want To Buy
press our sincere thanks
to our friends, neighbors
and relatives for every EXPERIENCED Elec- USED FILE cabinet. Call
trical-Instrument
expession of sympathy
753-4085.
mechanic wanted for
and words of comfort
chemical plant mainexpressed during the
USED UPTICK desks and
tenance. Excellent pay
illness and death of our
chairs, filing cabinets,
inbenefits,
fringe
and
loved one
electric adding machine
cluding company paid
May we express our
and electric typwriter.
ininsurace,
life
health
appreciation to those who
527-9981. .
surance, vacations,
sent food, and the lovely
pension plan Applicant LARGE FARM. Row crop
floral arrangements.
should have previous
or cattle. Would buy
We would like to thank
experience as electricalwhole operation. Call 753Bro. Eura Mathis, and
instrument maintenance.
2211 ,Tripp Williams
Bro. Gerald Owen, the
Realty.
Send resume to VanSugar Creek Quartet, the
derbilt Chemical, Route 2,
Pallbearers, and The Max
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071 WANT TO Buy: Youth bed.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Call 753-0534 anytime.
or phone Mr. Gene Smith
May god comfort each of
40243-4.46.
4- 'ritur. hozr,aof.
•
_
.C:41n&-7-4.
61.44,WAN WI&
It!
e anti-rater, Mk A REALlir'Coed-91frir:Ifr Cropper. Buy or
Lana Mae Williams
sales position, call 901. sell. .Fiee appraisals.
Lola Willonghby
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
642-2479

18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut console-in like new condition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 7533316 anytime.

19. Farm Equipment

PIANO
and r
servict
for sal
8911.

AIR-001
differe
pumps
FIREW
deliver
PREST
clean,
Made
Just al
Murra
pany,
FENCE
and 60
on sale
30th. C
753-231
INSULA
your at
install
heatin
conditi
Larry
free e
CLEAN
easy
Lustrt
shamp
Auto,
Well G
PLANT
tomat
marigo
Azalia
Sa wmi
post,
Sawmil

wit
It
y'OU

16' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314785-0700.
TRACTOR PLOWS. Ford 3
bottom 14". Almost new.
Call 489-2525.
FORD 3260 Itie
bUsTIMU
grader blade. Call 7537370.

Help
high
from
chor
for $l

Mb. 111,

So. 4th
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19. Farm Equipment
1951 FORD red belly
tractor with plow and
disc.
Tractor
and
equipment in fine condition. 753-4342 or 7531930.
MASSEY
FERGUSON
tractor 35, good tires,
good condition. Nine pigs,
40-45 lbs. 1712 camper
trailer, sleeps six, excellent condition. Call 4362240.

4A11
24 Miscellaneous
SET OF mechanic tools
with roll around cabinet.
Fold down camper, sleeps
eight. Antique round
marble top table. 436-2587.

EXCELLENT TOMATO
plants, top varieties, 1403
Sycamore, Murray.

32. Apartments For Rent

43. Real Estate

11"

Another View

FURNISHED
THREE
room apartment ad- ROBERTS REALTY
joining college campus. --lointeifon South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
No pets or children. For
licensed and bonded sales
information call 753-3264.
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years 06-FURNISHED --KPAKTelusive real estate
MENT, large kitchen,
perience.
Call 753-1651 or living
room-bedroom
come by our office. We
combination. Call 753like to talk REAL
8175.
ESTATE.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

DATSUN PICKUP factory
air-conditiener, $360
installed. Call 436-2174.

PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 7535674. ,

1.167 Dodge pickup with
maintenance bed. Phone
_ILIL

51. Services Offered

WILL FILL out income tax
reports. T. W. Crawford,
attorney. 1107 Olive
Street. 753-1690.

NEW OR OLD, remodel and repair. Brick, block, CONTACT SCHOLAR
tile, and pea gravel
Brothers for all your
walks.
See
bulldozing, backhoe work,
James
1970 CHEVROLET Impala,
Hamilton. 753-8500.
or trucking needs. Phone
green with black vinyl
26. TV Radio
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354top,
four
door,
factory
air
PARTIALLY
FURSPRING SPECIALS -One8161 after 7 p. m.
and power. $1,000. See
NISHED
duplex
apart20. Sports Equipment
third to 17 acres. John C.
REALISTIC Hand-held CB
Dan Shipley or call 753- ROY HARMON'S Carment, three miles east of
transceiver with channels
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
2878 or 753-4751.
penter Shop ( old ice GARDEN BREAKING and
Murray. Deposit
ler
16' LONESTAR, 35 H. P.
1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six
Rodgers, Associate.
discing, bushhogging. See
Complete
plant).
required.
Call
753-6231.
Evinrude, trailer. $500.
channels. 753-8046.
Office 753-0101, home 7531972 MONTE CARLO, remodeling and repairs,
Lonis Brown at Dill's
firm. Call 753-1701.
7116.
TWO BEDROOM apartbucket seats, power
Trailer Court, Trader 8,
cabinets,
paneling,
doors,
-6
27. Mobile Home Sales
windows, AM-FM radio,
ment, furnished or unor Route 7, Box 17, Highformica work, finish
1966 26' Century hardtop
good condition. 753-9328.
furnished. Call 753-4331. THE QUALIFIED percontracting.
way 94 West. U not home,
carpentry,
WHAT!
"So
PRE.51130EN
T
%1ITZD MADE 'THE
boat. Loaded:-$4500. or SELL OR TRADE -10
x 50
753-4124 or 753-0790
sonnel, at Guy Spann
leave
BE-57 DRE-55EP 135r. 171D CAIPII-t 1-104Tt12"
.
will trade. for tradable
•
two bedroom Star. Fron_t_ FURNISHER APABT-7-.- Reek are waitingto talk
•
----•••••wimmoso
--fibeigHlas with 1-0. " 436- -kitchen, carpeted,
1970 RED MAVERICK
NfENT§--studio. One or
.stdam
to you regarding your real
ELECTROLUX SALES &
2495.
two bedrooms. Zimwindows, house type
Grabber, three speed, six
estate needs. Our time is 46. Homes For Sale
, Service Write C. M.
46. Homes For Sale
furniture including hidemerman Apartments,
-cylinder. $900. See at EXPERIENCED
your time. Give us a call
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
ROOFER
will
do
bollkktp.
--bed couch. Extra neat.
South 16th Street. 753Southside IGA. 753-0974.
TWO MAN fiberglass
ar drOp_by the office at 901 BY
call 1-382-2468,..ror
OWNER:
Three 'NICE TWO bedroonfhouse
and -water
527-9981
6609.
sailboat with trailer, good
Sycamore Street, 753mington.
bedroom bridt on approofing.
Free
estimate.
at
•
1416
Vine, ideal for
condition. 753-9884.
7724.
proximately 120' x 150'
Will also mow !Awns. 753young couple or eldpely___In JEEP C14,...A.51,,Fm,
_12x 60 TWO bedroom, two WELL FURNISHED. 1303
-- --7--CARPENTRY
Chestnut.
WORK.
with
lovely
lot;
L-shaped
4465.
couple.
753-9761.
---air, wide yvheel bar,
full baths, all electric,
WATERFRONT
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN
LOT.
living-dining room, kitRemodeling, room ad
located at 1617
1966 Jeep CJ-5, 'four
underpinned, set up in
(South two-thirds lot No. seeping,
houseboat, steel hull, two
ditions, any type of home
Kirkwood. Has large 47. Motorcycles
MOWING.
Stella Trailer Court. 755- _ chen, hall, two large
cylinder, cloth hip. 1753- LAWN
36) on Kentucky Lake in motors, 5 KW generator,
improvem
ents. Free
closets,
bath,
with
kitchen
bedroom,
Dependable
built-ins,
reliable.
and
5644.
8548.
Keniana Lake Shore
bath with shower, airestimates. 436-5840.
carpet, insulated drapes,
HONDA 50, 1972. Top
also
large
living
753-0126
Call
767-2554.
or
roomSubdivision. $6,995. Phone
conditioner. $3500. 382adjoins college. 753-8648.
shape. Call 753-4647.
dining area, bath, utility
1965 FORD,automatic, airFOR RETIREES, a place
Indianapolis, 317-897-2051
2479.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
room,
lots
and
of
storage.
in
__conditioned,.
the
sun,
on
lake
power
for
or 366-4469. •CO.-Siding, carports,
GENER
AL
TWO
Selling
CONprice
628,500.
BEDROOM
Call
garage
MONTGOMERY
fishing, boating. Nice-W.steering, good condition.
WARD
22. viusical
awnings, patio covers.
TRACTORS. Storage
for appointment. 753-6432.
apartment, six miles east TWO NICE
three
wheeler,
two bedroom mobile
$350.
Call
all
753-1775.
terrain
adjoining lots
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
of
Murray. Garden
vehicle. Call 436,5836.
home. Has air, furnished,
on Lake Shore Drive in
10 Percent above cost on
Bobby
Lawrence 492-8879.
cabins
24
24,
x
gravel
privilege,
lawn mowed by
large screen room. Owner
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $225.
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500.
new
shipment
hauling and driveways.
of
owner. 753-5733.
BEDROOM
THREE
brick,
will finance or swap onto
1972 HONDA 350. 4952
Cash or terms. Call 436Call 474-2279 after 4 p. m.
EMPTOR"
Wurlitzer organs and
South of Murray to Paris "CAVEAT
11
/
2 baths, central heat
older home near campus.
2293 or write B. D. Young,
miles. Cover and two
Licensed Skipper will
pianos during April
Landing. Lakeland
LARGE
UPSTAIRS
furbuilt-ins,
carpet,
air,
and
Write
W. F. Barnett, 3362
helmets included. 753-6855 TRIUMPH
-Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
help you commission the
shower of values. J & B
250 Sports car.
Construction. 436-2505.
nished
apartmant,
patio, double car garage
Dale, Leesburg, Florida,
after 5 p.m.
"rightsailboat. For
Music, Chestnut Street,
Perfect
condition.
Must
private entrince, central
and beauty shop. Large
for details.
sailing charter and inMurray.
sell. 436-2580.
gas heat, air-conditioned, WILSON INSURANCE,
SPRAY
PAINTIN
G,
acre lot, well landscaped, 48. Automotive
Service
struction, call Ben Ann- _
Real Estate, and Auction
$120 per month. No pets.
commercial, residential.
and garden. Four miles
1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom,
strong. 436-2174. at
-.
•
202
South
4th
Street,
753-1203
or
753-1790.
Free
estimates.
50.
753Call
,
Campers
north of 641. Call 753-0099 FOUR NEW Cragar
- carpet throughout,
mags,
invites you to call 753-3263
OPENING FOR
7915.
appointment.
central air and heat, 11
/
2
fit any 13 inch wheel. And CAMPING
or see Ron Talent, Loretin- for
TRAILER,
ROOM
BREAK AND DISC garun- bath, large shed, washer THREE
-MUSIC LESSONS
new
Gillette,
raised white
Jobs, or Rennie Pea for
good shape, $325. Call 435furnished apartment,
dens Call Amos Hill, 753- and dryer, underpinned.
letter tires. Trailer hitch
real estate.
7S3-7575
4497 or 435-4526.
close to town, private
5737
Professio
nal
Cheap! 753-7609.
unit
fit
to
Toyota,
Cellica
entrance. Lights, water,
J 8, B Music
753-4002 evenings or 762Carpet
and telephone furnished. 46. Homes For Sale
BEAUTIFY YOUR home
13' SCOTTY
Travel
12 x.60 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
6851 days. Ask for Bill.
Elderly
Cleaning
couple
preferred.
by painting. Call a
Trailer, easily towed by
underpinni
ng,
ready,
to
3 Bedroom brick, den
PIANO TUNING, repair
753-6173.
NEW
THREE
professional painter
bedroom,
small
car.
180
degree
Excellent
steam
move in. Excellent
and kitchen, living 49. Used Cars & Trucks
and rebuilding, prompt
two bath, den, heat and
who's fully equipped. Call
cleaning,
condition.
specialize
in
247-3541
after
4
condition.
Call
or
see
13
room, 2 baths, large
MURRAY MANOR - All
service. Rebuilt pianos
air,
Sherwood
in
Forest
489-2287
after 5 p.m.
stains,
(Ink,
paint
and
p.
B.
Dill
753-1551.
1973 CHEVROLET Pickup
walk-in closet, large
new, all electric, unfor sale. Ben Dyer 753Call collect, Paducah, 443grease)
recreation
Custom
10,
power
room,
double
furnished, one and two
8911.
2189 after 5 p. m.
SHIR-CAR WELDING:
carport, )storage
IR x 47 TWO bedroom, all
steering and brakes, air, CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
bedroom apartments.
Call
Coachman, Trail Star,
building, I acre lot, betSmall
but
automatic. 753-4095.
efficient
electric, central airOne Duiguid Road, just
Tim Sigman
24. Miscellaneous
Fold down, unique, Good
REDUCED FOR quick
ween Kirksey and
fabrication or repair.
conditioning and heating.
off 641 North. 753-8668.
used trailers, tt mile east
Stella. $35.100.00. For insale, waterfront lot. YearNow is the time to
753-0934
$3000 or best offer. See at
1971 FORD one ton dump
AIR-COMPRESSORS,
formation 489-2324.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
round home. Central heat
prepare for spring. Free
No. 31 Grogan Mobile 34 Houses For Rent
truck. Call 753-7370.
different sizes. Also gas
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
and air with drive-in
NEED A NEW roof' estimates. Pick up and
Homes (highway 94).
pumps. Call 489-2490.
527-7807.
basement. 436-5332.
delivery on request.
three
LARGE TWO bedroom
OWNER:
BY
Quality work at an honest
29. Mobile Home Rentals
house with den on 11
low price. Free estimate. Satisfaction guaranteed.
/
2
bedroom with living 1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
51. Services Offered
power steering, brakes
--Coll 753-0866.
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
acres. Central heat and BY OWNER - Three room,fa milYroam,AltilitY
Call 436-557E
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
and air conditioning,
delivered. 753-0271.
under
acres
air. Off 94 East(two miles
room.
Two
bedroom,
newly homes, central heating,
54 Free Column
39,000 miles, 62500.00 Call D. C'S ROOFING-new
from Murray square).
DEPENDABLE
HIGH
redocrated inside and out, grass. OebtlildingS.
water
and garbage pickup
PRESTO LOGS, burns
436-2584.
roofs,
15-20.
753reroofs,
Available
June
Occupy
June
1.
repairs.
School
boy
All
wants lawns to
new carpeting, on acre
furnished. Located 11
clean, leaves no ashes.
/
2
work guaranteed. 437WANTED: GOOD home
References and lease
9438.
mow. Call 753-6020.
lot. One car garage. Two
_
_
mile
east
of Murray. Will
Made from real wood.
for English Setter Dog.
1964
INTERNATIONAL -4760.
required. 753-5672.
miles from Murray.-CiiII
be available third week in
Just add paper and light.
Call 753-7271.
Travelall. Four wheel
THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
for appointment. Call 753April. Call 753-8835 for
• Murray Lumber Comdrive.
BEDROOM
Good
condition.
brick
THREE
Main.
April
4931.
Special
20
THREE ROOM house in
6ET YOUR lawn mowers
appointment.
pany, 104 Maple Street.
$400. 753-0703 after 4 p.
on Melrose, extra nice
per cent off any piece to TWO SIX month old black
country. Call 753-5942
repaired now in time for
and neat. John Randolph
be stripped. 753-8240.
before 9 p.m.
spring.
BY
Fix
and white kittens. Call
OWNER:
mowers,
Brick
rotothree
FOX
MEADOWS
and
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
Realty & Auction Com- 1965 DODGE pickup, $450.
tillers, and small engines.
bedroom, two bath,
753-6085.
Coach
Estates
mobile
and 60" chain link fence
pany, 753-8382.
Call 753-0619.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
HOUSE AT 407 South 11th, central heat and air436-5525.
home
parks,
exclusive
on sale now through April
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m.
two bedroom. Available
conditioning. Large
residential area, swirn30th. Call Larry Lyles at
NEW TWO bedroom frame 1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low
at
WINDOW
once,
$100
per
CLEANING
month
and
FREE TO good home+Toy
family
room
with
ming pool. Families only.
home almost completed
753-2310 for free estimate.
mileage, two door, extra
Bob
Call
carpet
Miller,
cleaning
753-2920.
service.
SMALL
fireplace.
Collie, has had all shots,
DOZER
jobs.
Call
753-8120
or
753-3855.
at Baywood Vista, carsharp, astro wheels,
12 years experience. Free
see at 800 North 20th St.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
good with children. Call
peted, sun deck, It
INSULATION BLOWN in
loaded. 753-5532.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
estimates. Call 753-3351.
753-4553 after 4 p.m.
n?.
basement, electric heat.
your attic by Sears expert TWO BEDROOM, air
$200
per
month.
John
conditioned
,
one
mile
out
Call and see this one 1966 FORD FAIRLANE
installers. Helps lower
Randolph
Realty & FOR SALE: Ten room
WILL DO garden breaking.
of city limits on 121 South,
today at only $14,500. at
heating
and
house in Canterbury
airAuction, 753-8382.
500. 289 engine, one
Call Terry Morgan, 753$75
monthly,
depsoit.
$50
Realty.
Moffitt
206
conditioning costs. Call
South
Estates, 1512 Oxford
owner, factory air,
2632.
Call
753-6649.
If
no
an12th Street, 753-3597.
Larry Lyles at Sears for
Drive. Four bedrooms,
automatic, good conditon,
Mitb FIN Up
36. For Rent Or Lease
swer, call 7534175.
living room, formal
free estimate. 753-2310.
low mileage See at 230
0
:51I1
NICE
Cars, Pickups or Vans
dining room with two EXTRA
two
ELECSouth 15th, or call 753- LICENSED
-Fott
RENT
31. Want To Rent
bedroom home in tip-top
TRICIAN- Prompt,
CLEAN RUGS,like new,so
8186
Private lot on Roberts built-in corner cabinets,
condition, has new vinyl
efficient set-vice. No job
easy to do with Blue YOUNG COUPLE looking
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per fully equipped, paneled
At
siding,
new carpet, all
too small. Call Ernest
kitchen,
large
utility
Lustre. Rent electric
1973 G MC Sprint El
month. Hook-up for
for place to rent in
newly
decorated,
White.
room with cabinets,
753-0605.
drapes, Camino, full power and
shampooer $1 Western
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
country, not more than 10
with 1.2 acres of ground,
spacious foyer, family
ARROC
Auto, home of "Wishing
air, 350 engine. AM & FM
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
miles from Murray. 753located about two miles
room with fireplace, den,
Well Gift Shop."
radio, with wood grain. EXPERIENCED
4917.
PAINnorth of Murray on 641.
21
/
2 baths, garage with
Real sharp. $2700. Call
Nor? To Holiday Inn
37. Livestock - Supplies
TER will do interior or
Priced only $17,500. Call
auto door opener, central
753-8397.
exterior
work
by
hour
the
PLANTS FOR sale- 32. Apartments For Rent
Moffitt
Realty,
206 South
air, gas furnace, inPUREBRED CHAROLIAS
or job. 435-4480.
tomatoes,
peppers,
12th Street, 753-3597.
tercom,
recently
FURNISH
APARTsale.
Robert
bulls
for
ED
H.
marigolds, petunias, etc.
1968
GREEN
Impala
MENT, three rooms,
Smith Charolias Farm, redecorated and recar- BY
HUTCHENS*
Azalia and other shrubs.
Chevrolet, power JOHN
OWNER: Brick 11
ATTENTION FARMERS
peted throughout. Price/
2
private
bath,
entrance.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426.
Plumbing
Sawmill lumber, comsteering,
and Electric
brakes,
has
air
story
home,
two
$52,500.
Call
753-6883
blocks
for
desired.
Garage
if
Prefer
Repair Service. No jobs
post, at Old Murray
and is in good condition.
from MSU, extensively
appointment.
Taylor Seed Co. has a good supply of high quality
one person. 753-1293.
38. Pets - Supplies
Sawmill, 753-4147.
too small. 436-5642
Phone 753-5754.
remodeled, featuring
& high germ row crop seeds. Golden Harvest Seed
anytime during day.
original tongue and
Corn ISE Certified Soybean Seed. Varieties
PARADISE
KENNELS.
groove paneling, three
Toweriag Owes provide cool
1971 SUPER BEETLE VW, BUSHHOGG
are..
Essex, Forrest, York, Cutler 71, Williams.
Attention Formers _
ING, PLOWBoarding and grooming
bedrooms, 1 1: bath, sun
shade in the lane frowl yerd of
We also have Attrex 80W and other herbicides.
11050. 753-1497 7:30 a. m.landscaping
gravel
ING,
Pick
,
up
and
delivery
1
this 2 betimes.' home located
We have your Stuns Hybird field corn seed
porch, basement and
2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p. m.hauling. Mrytle Brenservice now available
northwest of city. This S acre
with.a 94% germination.
garage. Call 753-9545.
midnight
neman,
atiai-farm
Pottertown Road,
Call
Phone 753-5742
743-4106.
caa
by
yours
It is a leading Kentucky hybird. We ask that
NEW HOME for sale in
436-2540.
you try it for top yields.
3 miles west of Murray on Hwy.94
tlesteled in the trees is this 3
Gatesborougho 11
/
2 story, ..1974 FORD pick-up truck; WILL REPAIR guns,or old
41. Public Sales
bedroom, l' 7 bath, brich top
Ellis Popcorn Co.
contemporary styled.
automatic,
power
custom,
clocks.
All
work
mullet, new
GstiatU 'hoped
Four bedrooms, three
steering and brakes, V-8,
MOVING SALE: Must sell
kitchen adjacent to f°Mei
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
Wiswill Road
baths. Many extras in
Low mileage. Bought
&sing area
everything. Vinyl recliner
it.,,. fireplace
James Buchanan.
house including cathedral
eabeard of price, under
new, new tires, spare
chair, dining table and
530,000.
OM.
ceiling, balcony,, central
never been on ground
chairs, Colonial bedroom
CLAYTON'S PAINTING
vacuum and Intercom.
Phone 763-5060 after 5:00
suite, portable television,
Interior
CO.
exterior.
and
Iptaciees 4 bedroom frame home
Call 753-9208
p.m.
room size rug. G.E.
Commercial and
ia ercoptiossally nice residenttol
Help secure your mobile home against
refrigerator. Come see at
residential. Quality work,
one with 5 fireplaces, formai
dining room plus adjecent
high winds with a 'tie down anchor kit
1621 Hamilton or call 753reasonably priced. For
MUST SELL: 1970 T-Bird,
come property with intorno n1
0209.
brown with white vinyl
free estimate, call 437from Quality Service Co. 3 bands, 6 an$370 pi, month, chime.
For Sale
4790 or 437-412.
top. Good shape. 753-82110
chors, 6 brackets, completely installed
f Meer e
CARPORT SALE, Wedafter 5
,
By Owner
Wilmn IteM
for $109.50.(Regular price $125.00
nesday, 9 a.m. at 1621
WILL
babysitting in
Istate
bedroom brick itener
April 7-12 Only •
Hamilton. Moving-selling
my home in Kirksey area.
Phone 753 3263
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
house near Goldwater,
_aataajdbing.. 753-8209.
Call 489-2436.
tracks. 460 IH tractor.
livrng• room. -dllithig,kiphen,latilt-talleisatN
bee
roll
4--with
:-.110WGPA
*••••
if9WWFW-t *Three
eariripleteiy rffpred.
and win-a. 1973 GMC MilliLKTf
YARD SALE-Friday and
5137 Maple Street
bedroom, two bath,
conditioned electric
aluminum seamless
air
1960' Chevrolet
pickup.
Saturday
8-5.
910
especially
nice
for
laundry, arport.
gutters
heat,
with
baked
on
Grand
Prix
pickup.
1974
Sycamore. In case of rainchildren. See at 812
cal 7534560 ec 48921111 6116,
white .or colored enamel.
SS. May see at Ashland
Phone 753-9290
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Thieu Escapes Injury
When Palace Bombed

Christine Celaya
Rites Are Today

John G. Garland
Dies At Mayfield;
Funeral Is Today

SAIGON, South Vietnam
The funeral services for
(AP) — President Nguyen Van
Christine Yvonne Celaya, age
Thieu escaped injury today
16, who was killed in an
when a South Vietnamese fightJohn Goble Garland, a
automobile accident near
er
pilot made a bomb and rockresident
of
Mayfield
Route
Mayfield Sunday night, will be
et
attack on the presidential
Four,
and
a retired livestock
held today at three p.m. at the
palace in Saigon. Later, a highFirst United Methodist Church, dealer, died at 11:50 p. m.
ranking military officer was seMayfield, with Rev. Bill Riley Sunday at the Community
riously injured by an explosion
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 75
officiating.
in his office near Saigon, miliBurial will be in the years of age.
tary sources said.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Maplewood Cemetery with the
Thieu said in a broadcast
Lucille
Garland,
two
sons,
arrangements by the Roberts
that the attack on the palace
Forrest B. Garland, FarFuneral,Home, Mayfield.
was "an act of a group of
and
Raymond
Survivors are her stepfather mington,
people
aimed at killing me with
Garland,
Hendersonville, N. C.,
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
the intention to change this leHumphreys of Mayfield Route and three daughters, Mrs.
gal and constitutional regime. I
DISPLAY AWARDS — David Hall and Mike Connor, representin the Murray High
One, sister, Mrs. Vickie Elizabeth Howard, Mayfield,
g
concert and
am determined to continue
Higgins, Mayfield, brother, Mrs. Estelle Isbell, Lowes, and symphonic bands, and Lois Landolt and Karen Brandon, representing the Middle School bands,
leading this country."
Dave Celaya of Murray, and Mrs. Mildred Helen Darnell, of display the certificates awarded the bands at the region band festh.al held here Saturday.
But the commander of the air
grandparents, Mrs. Novella Farmington.
force,
Lt. Gen. Tran Van Minh,
also
He
leaves
four
brothers,
Humphreys, Mayfield, and Mr.
said it was "an individual act
and Mrs. Marshall Eddings, Raymond Garland, Union City,
enure . . . (Ceathwied from Page 1)
of an air force officer" who
Tenn., William Garland and
Coldwater.
'did not realize the danger of
Bert Garland, both of Kirksey, years.
c,_ _iteria aretobe used is a via the university tenure
such a violent, senseless act.''
and Paul Garland, Cairo, Ill.,
be used as a committee. Final decisions, of
Military sources said Brig.
and three sisters, Mrs. Nora 4)&8'344_1' criteriaen
4"
;
re
." .deeisiene
urse, rest with the board of
gen, Nguyen Van lieu,- deputy
Lewis, Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs.
commander of the military reJessie Byers, Cleveland, Ohio, accordbierti f&— new Percy: imgenta•
The policy provides for apgion that includes Saigon and
and
and Mrs. Nina Camerier, also of teaching excellence
peal to the university tenure
11 surrounding provinces, was
Cleveland, six grandchildren, classroom performance, called committee,
with the burden of
Four Murray School bands working in his
Word has been received of the and three great grandchildren. the "Primary criterion;"
office at Bien
-proof on the faculty member. participated in the Western Hoa 15
death of Howell Arch David
miles northeast of SaiServices are being conducted evidence of concern for stucletils The committee
may, at its Division of the Kentucky Music gon when an
Bogard, formerly of Calloway at 2:30 p. m. today at the Byrn and contributions to student
''explosive
Educators sponsored concert charge" went
County, who died Saturday at Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, by development; academic as well option, grant a hearing and
off. They said the
band festival held at Murray ......43PLA charge
integrity; report its findings to the
personal
- home, 2073 East Wei‘ber Rev. Floyd Sheeks. Burial will AS
and other cirState University Tait Saturday. cumstances
C
-eriitho
may
then
professional
developmen
Avenue, Burton, Mich.
t
and
had not been deter--be in Mayfield Memory Garden.
The bands were judged on all
academic
and recommend to the board that it
He was 83 years of age and :. Acting as pallbearers are growth;
aspects of concert playing.
4reconsider its decision.
professional
7
recognition
Was a veteran of World War I. .Louie Jones, Leon
;
and
Brown, Tony
Receiving certificates for a
The policy is effective imBorn September 5, 1891, in -Nall, Hollie Wiley, Ed Davis involvement in and contribution
rating of excellent were the 7th
to the university community. mediately, after being adopted
Calloway County, he was the and E. L. Perkins.
son of the late Arch Bogard and
The tenure procedure in the by the board. Faculty members grade band and the Murray
Josie Heinman Bogard.
new policy calls for tenure who have served under the 1969 High Concert band. Awarded
trophies and certificates for
recommendations to originate policy heve the option to be
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
ratings of superior were the 8th
Bessie May Paschall Bogard,
each year with a departmental considered under either the old
grade band and the MHS
one son, C. W. Bogard, two
tenure committee consisting of or the new policy.
Symphonic
Band.
Betty Jo Ward, daughter of
the
tenured
grandchildren, Charles Bogard
faculty of the
The funeral for Robert Moore
Both Murray High groups Mr. and Mrs. James Ward of
member's department. From
and Mrs. Betty Ann Conley, and (Bob) Bray of
Hazel is being
were awarded superior ratings Murray, has been selected for
eight great grandchildren, all of held today at
two p.m. at the there the individual in question
in the sight reading event for one of the positions available in
Burton, Mich. One son, James chapel of
will
be
considered
by
the
the Miller Funeral
nigh school bands.
the College of Allied Health
Bogard, died in 1967.
Home, Hazel, with Bro. Don departmental chairman, then
Mr. Bogard is also survived Riley officiating.
by the collegiate tenure comPADUCAH, Ky.( AP) — Jvk
by two brothers-in-law, Gatlin
Pallbearers are Charles, mittee, the dean, the viceD. Morris, Hopkinsville, pleadand Charles Paschall of Dean, and Ted
president
for
academic
1PP.STOCK MARKET*
Wilson, Eddie
ed guilty in federal court MonCalloway County, one sister-in- Mestere, Ralph
Bray, and John programs, and the president,
day to three counts of failing to
law, Mrs. Cordie Jones, for- Morgan. Burial
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
will be in the
file
merly of Murray, now of In- :
a federal income tax re- EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Hazel Cemetery.
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.,
-of
turn, U. S. Atty. George J. Nlurray:, are as follows:
dianapolis, Ind., and several _ Mr.
Bray,age 79, died Sunday
Long
nieces and nephews.
said.
at the Convalescent Division of
Funeral services will be held the, Murray-Cal
Judge James F. Gordon sen- I. S Homes
GS w._
loway County
Kaufman & Broad
704 -94
Wednesday at one p. m. at the Hospital.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) tenced Morris to one year in Ponderosa
Systems
Ps +%
Hill Funeral Home, Grand
— State Rep. Ed Whitfield, D- prison on each of the counts, Kimberly C3ark
30% +%
Additional survivors of Mr. Hopkinsville, says he will at- with the time to be served
Irnion Carbide
55 +44
Blanc, Mich., with burial to
con- 14 R. Grace
25 +16
follow in the Evergreen Bray not listed Monday include tend a foreign policy confer- currently.
Texaco
73% +24
two nephews, Fred Bray, Jr., of ence in Washington April 14-15.
General Elec
'-_,
45 -Fli
- A spokesman for the In
Cemetery there.
9% +-94
Hazel and Paul Bray of Florida.
Whitfield said he was invited Revenue Service (IRS)
GAFCe
Georgia
38% +y,
Pfizer
31%
+%
to the conference by Secretary Morris was charged with fail) Jim Walters
3204 +04
LAKE DATA
ing to file returns for 1968, 1969 Kirsch
of State Henry Kissinger.
16 Aip
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m. 360.8,
Disney
5104' +%
and 1970. He had a gross in- Franklin
Mint
19 unc
down 0.4.
come
of
more
than $10,000 each
Funeral services for Lewis C.
Betty Jo Ward
Below dam 339.0, down 0.2.
Prices
of stocks of local interest at noon
year, the IRS said.
Olive, Sr., are being held today
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by Professions, Department of
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 360.7,
at the Rutledge Funeral Home, down
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
0.4.
Physical Therapy, at the
Murray, with Rev. Richard
Below dam 346.6, down 0.3.
University
of
Kentucky,
Airco
Drew officiating. Burial will be
Federal State Market News Service April
'
I" +% Lexington for the fall semester
Sunset 7:24. Sunrise 6:33.
Amer
Moines
En the Murray City Cemetery.
Ashland Oil
Moon sets 5:04 p. tn; rises LaZky Purchase Ara• Hag Market
+1,6 1076.
—
Mr. Olive, age 70, died Friday
AT&T
Report Includes9 Buytan Stations
unc
Tuesday 5:42 a. m.
Miss Ward is now a preBoise
Cascade
Receipts
Act.
16%
EkildieBarrow
493
unc
s
&
Gilts
in Louisville. He is survived by
A free "Pap" screening Ford
.28 to .50 lower Sows mostly 50 lower
35 +45 physical therapy student at the
his wile, Mrs. Katherine Olive,
program will be held on Mon- Gen. Motora
US 1-2 200-2301bs
40% +4 University
$39.00-39.25
of Kentucky, where
US 1-3 190-240 lbs
13% +4
COUNCIL MEETING
$38 75-29 00
Vr
h
one daughter, three sons, one
day,
April
14,
at
the
Calloway
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
16% -% she also plays the trunwet in the
$38.00-38.75
Murray
Council No. 50 R. & S. US 3-4 200-280 Hos
sister, Mrs. Vera Olive, and one
Gulf00
County Health Department.
19% uric UK
$37.50-38.00
Symphonic Band. She atPennwalt
23% +%
nephew, Pete Rutledge, both of M. will meet Thursday, April 10, Sows
Hours of the clinic will be Quaker
Oats
US 1-2 rasso tbs
,,. 14% -4 tended Murray State University
$33
00-33.50
at
7:30
p.
m.
at
the
Masonic US 1-3 300-450 lbs
Murray, one niece, 21 grandfrom 1:00 to 3:30 p. m. For Singer
11% +4 for two
*33.00-34.00
years and graduated
6 unc
children, and one great grand- Hall. All members are urged to US 1-3 450-650 lbs
$35 50-3650
appointment call the Health Tappan
Western
Union
US 2-3300-500 lbs
13 MC from Murray High School in the
832.00-33.00,
.
attend.
child.
Zenith
Department at 753-3381.
Boars 2600-28 00
16% unc class of
1972.

Local Bands
Win Awards
In Contest

T

Howell Bogard Dies
_-k
- S- urtimOketble_ _
Of Calloway County

-Bitty lo-Ward Is
Selected, School
Physical Therapy

Funeral Is Today
For Bob Bray

Man Sentenced
On Tax Counts

Whitfield Invited
To Conference

Two persons were reported
killed and three wounded in the
attack on the palace. The pilot,
identified as 1st Lt. Nguyen
Thanh Trung, flew off and was
thought to have landed in territory held by the North Vietnamese or Viet Cong.
(en. Minh said the air force
is loyal to Thieu. Former Prernier Nguyen Cao Ky, a former
commander of the air force and
one of the leaders of the political forces in Saigon demanding
that Thieu step down, denied
that he was involved in the attack.
In neighboring Cambodia,
field reports said the Communist-led Khmer Rouge slammed
more than 400 shells into the
provincial town of Kompong
Speu 30 miles west of Phnom
Penh, killing about 100 people,
as Premier Long Boret returned from Bangkok, where he
was reported to have made
contact with the insurgents concerning possible peace talks.
"We will never surrender,"
Long Boret told The Associated
Press before going into a Cabinet meeting to consider meas-

Fedeat
:State_
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service
Saturday April 5 Murray, Ky.
Murray Livestock Market Livestock
weighed on arrival.
Compared to Last Week Slaughter cows
steady,, slaughter bulls not tested last
week.
Slaughteer-Mt: rititty$19.00-22.50, Cotter $17.00-19.00, Canner 314.00-17.00
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade 1-2 1100 to
1600 lbs. indicating carcass boning per
cent $22.00-24.00.
Feeder Steers: C/ioice 300-500 lbs. $22.0025.00, Good 300-500 11 a. 11950-2200.500-700
lbs. $22.00-26.00.
Feeder Heifers . Good 300-600 lbs. $20.0022.50.

Fine Bedding

Leleche League To
Show
- Two
- Films
Here On Friday
LeLeche League of Murray
will show two films on Friday,
April 11, at 7:30 p. m. at the
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
The films are entitled
"Talking About Breastfeeding"
and "Mothering Through
Breastfeeding." Admission is
one dollar with students being
seventy-five cents. Husbands
are admitted free.
The Letedhe I...eagve is a nOri-17-1—
profit organization of mothers'
helping
other
mothers
breastfeed their babies. To
accomplish this purpose the
League sponsors a repeating
series of four meetings dealing
with serious aspects of
breastfeeding—the advantages
of breastfeeding to mother and
baby, the art of breastfeeding
and overcoming difficulties,
baby arrives, the family and the
breastfeeding baby, and
nutrition and weaning.
To advise on medical
questions that may arise,
LeLeche League has a medical
advisory board consisting of
doctors who are supportive of
the nursing couple.
For information persons may
call Julianne Foster 753-.5963.
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The Yellow
Submarine,Inc.
has goneMeli"...
WO New sell you
and cheeses:

Services Are Today
For Lewis C. Olive

Purchase Area
Hog Market Fr 'Pap' Clinic
---Tiri3e On Monday

ures to reform the army and
Increase recruitment.
The South Vietnamese government ordered a 24-hour curfew in Saigon but lifted it in I
midafternoon after six hours.
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Deaths and Funerals
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mouthwatering selection of meats, teem,

Corned Beef; Pastrami; Roost Beef; Cooked Hails;

B.B.Q. Loaf; Peppered Loaf; Bologna; Branschweiger; Thuringer; Cotto Salami; Genoa Salami;
Mozzarella; Swiss, Cheddar, Muenster, Provolone,
Longhorn Cheese, and more.
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stat

Of course, we still sell our delicious sandwiches, TIN= mid Pizza. (Choose from our extended Menu of 15 different sandwiches
and 13 different Pizza).
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beg

For your convenience we have extended our opening times:

11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
4:30 p.m.to 12:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
1301 Main
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753-7715

SEE OUR SEDITION
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o/ fine quality solid woad

BEDROOM SUITES

THE BACK SUPPORTER PEOPLE!
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In a variety of styles and finishes. Many of thew suites in
open dock groups, buy those pieces that will fit your mon
More than 20 groups to choose from:
NAME BRANDS: American-Drew — Sumter - Delignerakiarrison — Owosso — Lea —
Broyhill Premim — Athens — Empu
.

Our seiedion is complete in
all size from
Twin to King Size!
H you're not sleeping well? Having back ache? Try our
Spring-Air Back Supporter. Satisfaction guaranteed!
e
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don't have k)buy a new
house to have a tiewhonic.
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American of Martinsvillt and othci s.
We'll trade for your old suite!
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